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ABSTRACT: 

 
In recent decades there has been a parad igm shift in Public Administrative thought from the 

classical ideas of government, to an approach which is seen as the future of governing termed  

Governance. 

 

This study sought to investigate whether or how Information and  Communication Technology 

(ICT) is being employed  within Public Ad ministrative systems in terms of provid ing cu lturally 

responsive service which furthers the aims of governance and  its practical end  Good Gover-

nance. To focus the inquiry, the following two research questions were posed .  

 

Is Information and  Communication Technology (ICT) being used  as a tool in reshaping of pu b-

lic administrative systems in keeping with the structura l and  participatory demands of Gover-

nance/ Good Governance? 

 

If ICT is being used  toward  the structural and  participatory aims of Good  Governance how are 

these changes responsive to, or reflective of, the environmental cu lture in which the ad ministr a-

tive system operates? 

 

The, national ICT strategy documents and  resulting ICT initiatives of the U.S.A, the Philipp ines, 

Guyana, Estonia, and  Kenya were examined  through the prism of the Governance Theory for 

intended  use of ICT in organizational structure, participation, Knowledge  Management and  

cultural responsiveness. 

 

Upon analysis of the material it was found  that all five nations had  intended  to, and  d id  use ICT 

to shape public sector organizational structure and  to provide culturally responsive service. In 

so doing, these nations are furthering the aims of Good  Governance as defined  by Governance 

Theory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: FRAMING THE ISSUES 

 

The academic science of Public Administration, synthesizes theory from across 

the scope of natural and  social science in order to analyze, understand  and  gen-

erate new theories regard ing phenomena.  

 

In recent decades there has been a sea change or paradigm shift in Public A d-

ministrative thought from the classical ideas of government to what is seen as 

the future of governing termed governance (Peters 1996). 

 

This shift to governance can be seen as reflective of larger shifts in the theoret i-

cal conceptions of among others; management, organizational behavior, polit i-

cal and  sociological ideas of the public sphere, and  the state‟s relationship to the 

citizen. Owing to this, construction of the new theory on governing (Gover-

nance) is an interd isciplinary enterprise which is ongoing. The ultimate practic-

al end  of the theory of governance is to produce in practice “good governance” 

which is 

 

“(… ) epitomized by predictable, open and enlightened policy making; (….) a pro-

fessional ethos; an executive arm of government accountable for its actions; and a 

strong civil society participating in public affairs; and all behaving under the rule 

of law.” (World  Bank 1994.)  

 

This work is a small part of that ongoing effort  in the study of the future of go-

verning. It is an exploratory one; meant to investigate some of the ways in 

which Information Communication Technology (ICT) / Mobile Technology is 

being used  in public administrative systems as a tool in governance. 

 

Information and  Communication Technology broadly defined  is all technology 

used  to manage and  d isseminate information (Guislain, Ampah & Besan çon 

2005: 1). That includes storage, d issemination, interpretation among a host of 

other functions. More practically however, the term is used  when referring to 
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technologies related  to the internet and  its use since the internet is conceptu a-

lized  the premier information communication technology (Bekkers, van Dui-

venboden & Thaens 2006: 4). Examples of ICT are; internet web sites, web pag-

es, email, online databases, and  attendant hardware and  software n ecessary to 

support these. 

 

Mobile technology is often seen as a subset of Information and  Communication 

Technology and  is made up of mobile phones, internet enabled  mobile phones, 

PDA‟s, Wi Fi and  wireless networks. It also includes the hardware and  software 

necessary to support these. (Helal, Haskell, Carter, Brice, Wolek & Rusinkiewicz 

1999: xi.) 

 

The focus on Information and  Communication Technology (ICT) and  its subset 

Mobile Technology stems from the fact that these have been touted  as the pan a-

cea for much of what ails the world . The economic d ivide between wealthy and  

un-wealthy nations could  be narrowed, governmental and  private sector or gan-

izations could  be more cost efficient and  productive, the knowledge gap be-

tween rich and  poor citizens of the world  could  be reduced  and  so on. As part 

of the argument for the “healing” power of Internet Communication Technolo-

gies, attention has been focused  on Governments adopting ICTs as a strategy to 

move towards a future of “better governing” or governance. (Bekkers et al. 

2008: 3−4.) 

 

As it specifically relates to Public Administration, ICTs are seen as the means to 

provid ing increased: access to government information, efficiency of govern-

ment services and  operation, quality and  number of services offered , seamless-

ness of government services across governmental agencies, achievement of ta r-

geted  outcomes for policy objectives, civic interactions betw een government 

and  citizens and  vice versa. It is also seen as a means to contribute to gover n-

mental reform. (Bhatnagar 2002; Saxena 2005; World  Bank 2008: iv; USAID dot-

GOV 2009;.) 
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According to governance theory, commensurate with or as a part of a shift to-

wards governance, a structural shift in the organization of government needs to 

occur. A movement away from a vertical bureaucratic structure towards a more 

horizontal networked structure has to take place in order for the benefits of g o-

vernance to be had . (Peters 1996.) 

 

The overarching reason for this is, bureaucracy began as a technique for org a-

nizing and  executing public administrative duties since ancient times in human 

history. Later, it had  come to be seen as the most sensible and  successful m e-

thod  of organization for the m odern industrial nation state. However as the 

world  rapid ly moves through the post industrial period  and  deeper into the 

technological age, the bureaucratic structural organization is proving less use-

ful. Governments worldwide are looking for a way to change their organiza-

tional structure accordingly. (Peters 1996.) 

 

Unfortunately, for public sector organizations the world  over, this poses a pa r-

ticular challenge. The global public administrative system is notoriously b u-

reaucratic. In some countries the public administrative system is synonymous 

with bureaucracy. For example in talking about their public sector, Filipinos 

usually refer to “the bureaucracy” in official and  casual communication. (see 

Philippine Civil Service Commission  2009.)  

 

Information and  Communication Technology has been suggested  as an answer 

to this question of making government structure less vertical and  rigid  and  

more horizontal and  flexible in order to adapt to the new demands of the tech-

nological age. (Hanna 2008: 81−82.) 

 

If it is possible that ICT can be used  to make governmental structure more flexi-

ble, then conceivably government can also become more responsive. Perhaps 

the civic engagement between the government and  its citizens and  conversely, 

the citizen and  its government can be conducted  in a culturally relevant way. 
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These ideas of the use of Information and  Communication/ Mobile Technology 

in Governance; its ramifications for organizational structure in public sector 

organizations, and  possible cultu ral ramifications within the public sphere, are 

the subject of this study. 

 

 

1.1. Research Questions 

 

In order to come to a better understanding of the larger role of Internet Co m-

munications technology in governance, it became necessary to focus this in-

quiry into manageable research questions.  

 

The two research questions under investigation in this work are : 

Is Information and Communication Technology/Mobile Technology (ICT) being used as 

a tool in reshaping of public administrative systems in keeping with the structural and 

participatory demands of Governance/Good Governance? 

 

If ICT is being used toward the structural and participatory aims of good governance, 

how are these changes responsive to or reflective of the environmental culture in which 

the administrative system operates? 

 

In order to uncover answers to these questions; a study of Governance theory 

(its main tenets) will be undertaken. This Governance theory will then form the 

framework through which to examine the Information Communication Tech-

nology initiatives of the United  States, The Philippines, Estonia, Kenya and  

Guyana.  

 

The five countries which are the object of study span a wid e spectrum of size in 

terms of geography, population, wealth per capita, administrative structure, 

available resources, spatial location on the globe, history, national culture, and  

measured  readiness (as determined  by the United  Nations) to implement ICT.  
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Examining the public administrative systems of such d iverse nations is a good 

way to glean some insight into weather the acclaimed  potential of ICT is being 

fulfilled . 

 

 

1.2. Research Scope 

 

Although this work partially endeavors to examine issues relating to public 

participation and  the public sphere, it is not meant to be a deep exploration of 

the politics of public participation. Issues of public participation will be ex-

amined only in relation to Public Administration. The public‟s involvement in 

decision making, communication with government, collaboration and  partner-

ship with governmental institutions are examples of topics within the scope of 

this work. 

 

This work is also not meant to be a technical analysis of Information Commun i-

cation Technology application within the studied  Public Administration sy s-

tems. No comment nor analysis will be made regard ing detailed  technological 

methods or strategies for ICT implementation. For example, kinds of hardware 

or software used  and  types of networks selected  will not be d iscussed  in detail. 

 

This is not a d irect comparative study between the five countries selected . Each 

country will be studied  individually and  compared  to the structural model d ic-

tated  by Governance theory.  

 

This work is not one focused  on public sector reform, but rather on Information 

Communication Technology as a tool which can be used  in reform st rategies. 

 

Lastly, this work will not attempt to determine efficacy of ICT projects or initia-

tives undertaken by the nations under study. Initiatives will be examined and  

analyzed  based  on the intent or stated  aims as communicated  by the nations. 
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1.3. Relevance 

 

During my course of study in Public Administration, I have observed  an intr i-

guing silence on the part of administrative scholars in regards to the public sec-

tor and  culture. A cursory examination of the reader in administrative thought 

assigned  as one of the foundational materials on which to build  our studies 

finds that the book is fairly thorough. Articles covering topics such as the d is-

cipline of Public Administration, the political context of Public Administration, 

organizational theory, human resources management, budgetary processes, 

public management, public policy analysis and  implementation, program eva l-

uation, intergovernmental relations and  public service ethics were present. This 

list of topics is representative of the breadth of inquiry in the d iscipline but ab-

sent was culture and  its effects on Public Administration. 

 

Since this was a cursory observation at the basic level, I kept the issue at the 

back of my mind pending more advanced  studies. After completing a course in 

Public Administration at the Masters level I still noted  a dearth of research on 

the matter. 

 

I decided  to do an official investigation and  found that my hunch was correct. 

David  E. McNabb (2002: 18) presents the findings of a study on Topics Pu b-

lished  in Public Administration Research (see Table 1). After a written descrip-

tion of the methodology of the study he goes on to say that “an analysis of the 

Public Administration literature reveals that very little research has been co n-

ducted  on topics relating to culture” [author‟s emphasis].  

 

This is not to say that there is no study on culture
1
 however culture as a field  of 

inquiry in administrative science has been under explored . 

 

                                                 
1
 scholarship on development administration, comparative administration, and  

organizational behavior sometimes address culture  
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That being the case; this work is relevant in that it attempts to drop a pebble 

into that void  in administrative inquiry. It does so by examining how or if stru c-

tural changes in public administrative organization (aided  by ICT implement a-

tion) allow for culturally relevant interaction between the organization and  its 

environment.  

 

Table 1. Topics in Published Public Administration Research (McNabb 2002: 82). 

 

Policy output Manpower-modeling methods 

Adaptation to scarcity Productivity measures 

Local attitudes and  leader opinion Effects of Federal Aid  

Licensure effectiveness Public participation 

Policy outcomes Cooperative management style 

Organizational costs Job managing effectiveness 

Attitudes beliefs and  values Staff burnout 

Cash-management strategy School Effectiveness 

Tax limitations Risk-management practice 

(Research ) Valid ity and  reliability Affirmative –action effectiveness 

 

The study of the intersection between Information Communication Technology 

and  governance is very relevant to the enterprise of Public Administration. In 

his written preface to the E-Government survey of 2008; the d irector of the U.N 

Division for Public Administration and  Development Management placed  

Knowledge Management at the cen ter of all governmental tasks. The underly-

ing principle being that effective Knowledge Management leads to more effi-

ciency, transparency and  responsiveness. E-Government utilizing ICT is seen as 

the means to that end .  

 

If the Division for Public Administration representing all 192 member states of 

the United  Nations has placed  ICT as a central tool in governance it suggests a 

compelling case for the relevance of any study which seeks to investigate those 

areas.  
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1.4. Limitations 

 

Every study has its limitations and  this thesis is no exception. The first limit a-

tion is that of world  view. Though educated  in three countries, in terms of aca-

demia my world  view is decided ly limited . Most of the course material used  

throughout my academic career were produced in Europe or the United  States.  

Although extensive exposure to multicultural environments and  courses of 

study in cultural anthropology and  intercultural communication certainly play 

a role in mitigating this limitation; it must be considered  that when framing, 

analyzing and  d iscussing this issue my approach is bound by my American and  

Anglo-Saxon European mode of academic training.  

 

However, in an order to further mitigate this deficiency, scholarship from 

around the globe was actively sought to increase the possibility of a d iversity of 

perspectives. That however, was not without complications as the foundations 

of modern scholarship  on Public Administration has its academic roots in “the 

West,” coloring the entire d iscipline with the world  view of its originators (see 

chapter 2). 

 

Finally, as with all studies which employ the qualitative approach, the sample 

size under study in the practical section are not random or representative. This 

opens to door to all criticisms leveled  at and  limitations embodied  by the qua-

litative approach to research. Namely that the findings are only applicable to 

the cases in which they were found.  

 

Though those criticisms are valid , I believe that even if the findings only apply 

to the cases which I study, the nature of the inquiry is such that the results of 

even a single case sheds light on the issue at hand.  

 

The actions of the administrative system of any country affects millions of lives. 

A positive or negative finding of a shift in organizational structure or respo n-
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siveness to culture where ICT is employed in just one nation is therefore signifi-

cant. 

 

 

1.5. Work Structure 

 

This thesis is organized  into six chapters. An explanation of what can be ex-

pected  in each chapter follows. 

 

Chapter one consists of the introduction to the work and  locates the issues u n-

der examination within the larger framework of administrative study. It also 

explicitly states the research questions, the researcher‟s motivation, as well as 

the scope, limitations, relevance and  work structure of the study. 

 

Chapter two lays out the background of modern administrative thought and 

some of the classic ideological foundations upon which  it rests. 

 

Chapter three is a theory and  literature review which explicates Governance 

theory, and  presents and  defines other concepts central to the study. 

 

Chapter four is an explanation of the methodology employed for the practical 

aspect of the study. There will be an explanation of how Governance theory as 

d iscussed  in chapter 3 will be used  as a framework for analyzing the cases pr e-

sented  in the practical section. 

 

Chapter five is an explanation of the practical aspect of the work. The cases u n-

der study will be presented  with all the relevant data and  background inform a-

tion for each. Then an analysis of the cases, and  a report of the find ings will be 

presented . The findings will be treated  with regards to the stated  research ques-

tions and  those in turn will be examined in light of larger issues.  
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Chapter six consists of a d iscussion of emerging perspectives on Governance 

and  conclud ing remarks. 

 

 

1.6. Motivation 

 

Catalyzed  by the seminal experience of immigrating from the country of my 

birth (Guyana) to the place where I was raised  (The United  States), I developed 

an interest in the peculiar ways in which people do things “somewhere else.” 

As I grew, I became what I later learned  to be a perpetual student of Cultural 

Anthropology. I am drawn to looking at any human activity through the prism 

of culture.  

 

For this graduate degree I chose the program in Intercultural Communication 

and  Administration for its potential regard ing merging Public Administration 

theory with Cultural theory and  practice/ praxis. 

 

When the time came for choosing the issue that I would  like to examine for this 

thesis, I looked for an area of study which included  the effects of culture on 

Public Administration. I was also interested in uses of emergent technologies in 

Public Administration. As it turns out, the area of Governance in Public Admin-

istration encompasses all of these issues. 
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2. MODERN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: CLASSIC IDEOLOGY, ORGA-

NIZATIONAL ORTHODOXY, AND CHALLENGES TO THOSE 

 

Public Administration has been in existence th roughout human history and  is 

synonymous with government. Regardless of governmental structure; nation 

state (monarchy, oligarchy, democratic republic or d ictatorship) or pre state 

(nomadic, clan etc) the mechanism for d istribution of resources and  collect ive 

decision making is Public Administration. Writings on the subject could  be 

found from ancient China, Greece, and  Rome. “It is possible to find  most of the 

modern concepts of management and  leadership stated  by one or another of the 

writers of the classical, medieval, and  premodern world” (Shafritz, Hyde & 

Parkes 2004: 1). 

 

From as far back as 5200 years ago at the time of the Unified  Upper and  Lower 

Egypt under King Menes which was the first known nation state ( see Rice 1990: 

134), Public Administration has been an important part of governing. Since the 

world  now is d ivided into modern versions of those nation states; the terms 

“Public Administration”, “public sector” or “civil service” usually refers to the 

apparatus of Government responsible for execu ting the will of the state as d e-

fined  by laws or decrees.  

 

The academic d iscip line of Public Administration as it exists today though, 

finds its roots in the study of Cameralism at institutions like Halle University in 

the 1700s. Later, between 1850 and 1900 Lorenz Jacob Von Stein in Vienna and  

Woodrow Wilson in the United  States began introducing the concept of Admin-

istration as a Science in its own right. (Stever 1988: 44; Jackson: 2005.) 

 

The d iscip line of Public Administration took flight in the US following Wilson‟s 

seminal article „The Study of Administration‟ in 1887 (Khan 2008: 10-16.) Prior 

to that time, the US had  been focused  on decid ing what kind  of gover nment it 

wanted . Since that decision had  been made, Wilson turned  his attention to in-
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vestigating ways to administer the chosen form of government. In „The Study of 

Administration‟ he declared  that  

 

“it is the object of administrative study to discover, first, what government can 

properly and successfully do, and secondly, how it can do these proper things with 

the utmost possible efficiency and the least possible cost either of money or ener-

gy.” (Wilson 1887: 22.) 

 

In this article he also laid  out the idea that “administration is the most obvious 

part of government; it is the government in action ; it is the executive, the opera-

tive, the most visible side of government itself” (Wilson 1887: 22) and  argued 

that executive methods of administration should  be studied  and  d iscovered 

scientifically and  that administration should  be absolutely separated  from Poli-

tics. 

 

Following Wilson‟s work throughout the 20th century to now, a cannon of r e-

search and  writings on Public Administration has emerged . It consists of sch o-

larship mainly from the United  States, with contributions from the United 

Kingdom and other parts of Europe, making academia on Public Administr a-

tion a mainly “Western” (meaning Western Europe and  North American) en-

terprise. (Johnson 1992: 82.) 

 

 

2.1. Classic Ideation And The “Doctrine of Neutrality” 

 

Public Administration as a Science has had  trends in philosophy like any other 

academic d iscipline. There are some pillars of academic thought on which Pu b-

lic Administration rests. Some of these ideas have evolved  but the effects of all 

these can still be felt throughout the study and  practice. These principles were 

established  over time and were formed in response to challenges facing Public 

Administration in its infancy. These principals still guide modes of thinking 

about public service and  its resulting role in governing.  
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One of the doctrines in civil service that had the most lasting effects is the doc-

trine of neutrality. This is the idea that civil service should  be professional, 

scientific and  apolitical. “Civil servants should  not have known political alle-

giances of their own and they should  be able to serve any “master,” meaning 

any government of the day” (Peters 2001: 4). This doctrine got its shape from 

scholars in Europe (the Northcote Trevleyan report of 1853 in the U.K for ex-

ample) and  the U.S (Peters 2001: 4). 

 

From the American perspective the doctrine of neutrality was first espoused  by 

Woodrow Wilson in 1887 and later Frank Goodnow in 1900 as part of a strict 

d ivide between politics and  administration. This idea was important for the 

fledgling nation because its citizens were all too familiar with the ills of authori-

tarian administration in the old  world  (Stever 1988: 40; Johnson 1992: 29). Amer-

ica needed a Public Administration suited  to its values.  

 

While Older Europe was in a more pensive and  reflexive mode, where philoso-

phy and  art were treasured , America was rife with entrepreneurial spirit and  

frontierism. “Results, not reflection, were elevated  and  became the chief end  of 

human action on the American continent” (Stever 1988: 50). Out of this necessi-

ty, sprang the specifically American world  view exemplified  by the Progressive 

Movement which was a movement geared  towards populist reforms of many 

sections of American society. (Cook 1996: 69−70.)  

 

The progressive attitude eventually made its way to academia which developed 

the philosophy of Pragmatism. The progressive era leaders wanted  to reform all 

the major institutions in the country and  they turned  their attention to the bus i-

ness of how to practically administer the infant republic. It is within this mileu  

that first Wilson then Goodnow sought to tackle the impending reform of 

American Public Administration and  establish administrative thought as a 

science. 
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Wilson sought to convince the nation that the Public Administration system 

could  be used  toward progressive and positive ends. The American public‟s 

negative impression of Public Administration thus far had  come from the ty-

rannical way in which it was used  in Prussia and  under the mon archy in 

France. (Stever 1988: 40.) 

 

 Wilson (1887: 32) wrote  

 

“we can borrow the science of administration with safety and profit if only we 

read all fundamental differences of condition into its essential tenets. We have on-

ly to filter it through our constitutions; only to it put it over a slow fire of criti-

cism and distil away its foreign gases.”  

 

He took pains to call for this “science of administration.” He wanted  more a t-

tention to be paid  to the organization and  methods of American government 

offices. He wanted  to examine what government can successfully do, most effi-

ciently.  

 

Because the progressive movement had  a strong populist inclination, the gen e-

rators of progressive thought at the time were very skeptical of “big gover n-

ment” since it was seen  as the enemy of the common individual. Wilson also 

had to reassure them that “professionalized  Public Administration would  not 

threaten individual liberties” (Stever 1988: 40) but would  rather more effectiv e-

ly execute the duties of government. He spent a significant part of his treatise 

„The Study of Administration‟ constructing this argument. He painted  the pic-

ture of a Public Administration that was simply a neutral and  technical profes-

sion. He said  that “the field  of Administration is a field  of business. It is re-

moved from the hurry and  strife of politics” (Wilson 1887: 28). 

 

Build ing on these ideas, Frank Goodnow (1900) another Progressive Movement 

thinker then took up the mantle, expanding and  refining the argument in his 

work „Politics and  Administration.‟ He called  for a subordination of administra-
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tion to politics. In keeping with the thought that Public Administration should  

be in service of the people not an enemy of the people, he posited  that adminis-

tration should  submit to the will of the people. 

 

In the American context; since politicians are elected  by the citizens to represent 

their voice, policies d ictated  by politicians in the legislative branch of the gov-

ernment are seen as “the will of the people/ state.” According to Goodnow, 

administration should  function simply to execute the will of the state. In prac-

tice “it is the executing authority which shall be subordinate to the expressing 

authority” (Goodnow 1900: 37) meaning that the legislative branch of gover n-

ment should  have oversight power over the administrative system to ensure the 

will of the people received  precedence.  

  

With these arguments regard ing organization, efficiency and  administration‟s 

duty to “the people”, Wilson and  Goodnow not only firmly established  Public 

Administration as a Scientific course of study, but cemented  what became the 

classic ideation for a technical, value neutral non -polity profession. (Stever 1988: 

38−42; Cook 1996: 71−74.) 

 

 

2.2. Extrapolating The Classic Ideation: Practical Implications 

 

Extrapolating from these ideas illustrates the limits imposed  on the profession 

and  science of Public Administration fostered  from such ideation.   
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Table 2. Service Limits Proposed by Classical Ideation (Stever 1988: 43).  

 

 Acceptable areas for public 

administration 

Non acceptable service 

areas for public adminis-

tration 

 

Culture 

 

 

objects, tools 

 

rules, values , symbols 

 

Self 

 

objects: consumed and used  by 

the public; vital services only 

 

beliefs, opinions, commit-

ments 

 

Institutions 

 

implementation of public poli-

cy only 

 

policy formation 

 

As illustrated  by Table 2, the classic ideation can be seen to have implications 

for Public Administration in three areas; namely, institutions, the self, and  cul-

ture.  

 

Regard ing institutions, following classical ideology would  mean that adminis-

tration should  play no role in the development and  implementation of public 

policy. The civil service should  be an ad junct to the existing governmental 

structures; existing only to execute the state‟s will. As a tool for execution; a b u-

reaucratic system where persons are employed and  promoted  on m erit should  

be used . (Stever 1988: 46.) 

 

Regard ing the self, classic ideation was to exclude Administration from matters 

of the self. More specifically, leaving religion and  other trad itional social institu-

tions to administer matters of the self. This meant that practically, civil service 

was bound to only material support of the self to the exclusion of m ost social 

services. (Stever 1988: 44.) 

 

Lastly, regard ing culture, classic ideation “dictated  that professionals in Public 

Administration should  not become involved  in determining cultural values or 

major legal principles of culture” (Stever 1988: 43). “The civil servant was the 
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implementer of cultural values not the molder” (Stever 1988: 44) since orig inat-

ing cultural change would  be edging into the area of politics. 

 

Now that some of the foundations of Administration theory have been d is-

cussed , attention can be turned  to who or what actually constitutes gover n-

ment. 

 

 

2. 3. Who Is Government? 

 

In a nation, “the state” or “the government” is constituted  of various actors in 

complex networks of organizations from the local to national level. As de-

scribed  by the United  Nations Economic and  Social Commission for Asia and  

the Pacific UNESCAP, these organizations are essentially composed  of elected  

officials, civil servants, private contractors and  sometimes citizen volunteers. 

(UNESCAP 2009.) 

 

Dependent on the level of government being examined, there could  possibly be 

Non Governmental Organizations and  cooperatives, research think tanks and  

academics, political parties, religious leaders and  institutions, finance instit u-

tions, land  developers and  even organized  crime. (Ibid .)  

 

At the national level, in addition to the actors named above, lobbyists, intern a-

tional donors, international corporations and  others may also play a role in the 

governing process. (Ibid .) 

 

 

2. 4. Governmental Action and  Tools of Execution 

 

What does government actually do? Administration is the most visible part of 

government and  though national governments around the world  my concep-

tualize their level of responsibility to their publics d ifferently, generally there 
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are some basic internationally agreed upon responsibilities of functioning gov-

ernments. As laid  out by William C. Johnson (1992: 7) there are seven essential 

public purposes. In summary governments undertake to: 

  

 protect the lives, property and  rights of their citizens. This may include 

creating and  maintaining an effective national defense system, law en-

forcement, and  mechanisms for public health for example.  

 

 monitor and maintain the supply of critical resources like water, energy 

and  food supplies.  

 

 provide for citizens who are unable to provide for themselves such as the 

d isabled , retirees, possibly foster care or orphanages. 

 

 try to maintain and  promote constant and  stable economic growth. This 

may mean protection of internal markets, stimulus to trade, and  tran s-

portation infrastructure.  

 

 promote quality of life through education, parks and  recreational facili-

ties, and  city maintenance etc.  

 

 protect the natural environment to conserve water and  soil resources 

manage pollution and  control waste.  

 

 promote scientific and  technical advancement including information d is-

semination, protection of inventions and  subsid ies for scientific research.  

 

Johnson (1992: 20) also posits that governments employ particular tools to im-

plement programs towards fulfilling these public purposes: 
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 Direct remittances to individuals (unemployment benefits, retirement 

pensions, loans, home rental subsid ies). 

 

 Build ing and  upkeep of infrastructures (schools, hospitals, prisons, air-

ports, highways, streets, harbors). 

 

 Provision of services (public transportation, mediation and  resolution of 

conflicts, social services). 

 

 Regulatory control of corporate and  individual behaviors (controls on fi-

nancial and  market transactions, wage control, chemical control, crime 

control). 

 

 Protecting the capacity to govern (tax administration and  collection, poli-

cy and  decision making, communication with the public, for eign rela-

tions and  d iplomacy).  

 

Above was a d iscussion of what governments are meant to do and  some tools 

commonly employed to those ends. However no d iscussion of government 

would  be complete without a d iscussion of the organizational structure of go v-

ernment. Until recently all modern states were organized  into bureaucracies. 

 

 

2.5. Bureaucracy and  Organizational Orthodoxy 

 

Bureaucracy can be defined  as a strategy of structural organization charact e-

rized  by large size such that top managers sometimes do n ot have face to face 

relationships with their subordinates. It is specialized  enough to require precise 

d ivision of labor and  consists of offices arranged in a chain of command from 

the top to the bottom. 
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Versions of this method of organization had  been p racticed  throughout antiqu i-

ty in Ancient Egyptian and  Samarian societies for example. However, German 

sociologist Max Weber first penned m odern thoughts on bureaucracy. Weber‟s 

principals of bureaucracy are as follows: 

 

“There is the principle of fixed  and  official jurisd ictional areas, which are gener-

ally ordered  by rules, that is, by laws or administrative regulations” (Weber 

1922: 50). These rules specify how the organization or agency will enforce deci-

sions, what the responsibilities and  duties of the p ersonnel are, and  how the 

law should  be applied  to each case. The rules also prevent capricious treatment 

of employees and  clients of the organization. 

 

“The principles of office hierarchy and  of levels of graded  authority mean a 

firmly ordered  system of super and  subordination in which there is a superv i-

sion of the lower offices by the higher ones” (Weber 1922: 50). There is also a 

system of appeal which protects the lower officials. 

 

“The management of the modern office is based  upon written documents “th e 

files”, which are preserved  in their original or drought form” (Weber 1922: 50). 

This store of documents acts as the organization‟s memory. It guides future d e-

cisions and  provides accountability to higher authorities. 

 

“Office management, at least all sp ecialized  office management and  such man-

agement is d istinctly modern usually presupposes thorough and expert train-

ing” (Weber 1922: 50). All employees are appointed  based  on competence 

which is ensured  by training, years of experience or determined  by an exam. 

In the American context, over time, Max Weber‟s concepts were expanded upon 

by industrial engineers and  management scholars. Frederick Taylor (who was 

the proponent of “scientific management”), Luther Gulick (of POSDCORB
2
 

                                                 
2
 Gulick devised  this acronym to conceptualize his organizational theory. POSDCORB stands 

for Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Directing, Co-coord inating, Reporting and  Bud geting  
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fame) and  Lyndall Urwick created  some of the ideas that became so prevalent 

as to be considered  a type of “organizational orthodoxy.” As described  by Eddy 

(1983: 193−195) these principles of organization are as follows: 

 

 Employees should  be given tasks which were in accordance with th e 

overarching organizational design. 

 

 Each agency should  be chaired  by one executive rather than by a board  

of d irectors as was common at the time. 

 

 There should  be unity of command, meaning that each employee should  

only report to one immediate supervisor   

 

 The leading executives should  have advice and  assistance from other 

staff members so that they can concentrate on important tasks and  make 

the most informed decisions. These staffers may also act on behalf of the 

executive under supervision if necessary. The Executive Office of the 

president in the U.S is a classic example of this idea. 

 

 There should  be departments in an organization which should  be d i-

vided  into subunits according to either, the purpose the unit serves, the 

implementation process it uses, the clienteles with which it deals, or geo-

graphic area covered . 

 

 Duties should  be delegated  from the top echelons of the organization 

downward  and  the superiors should  leave subordinates to their work 

and  be concerned  with the results of their efforts on ly. 

 

 Each official or employee should  have sufficient authority in order to 

carry out their duties. 
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 There should  be sufficient “span of control” meaning that supervisors 

should  have a reasonably manageable number of units or persons to 

oversee. The number most often thought of as reasonable was 6 (units or 

persons).  

 

These principles of bureaucracy and  organizational orthodoxy were seen as 

ideals for the proper running of organizations. They were based  on the arg u-

ment that there is a “best way” to do every  task and  these were blanket prin-

ciples which, if followed, result in that best way. (Eddy 1983: 195.) 

 

This combination of organizational principles spread  to societies all throughout 

the industrial world  as it was seen as  

 

“capable of attaining the highest degree of efficiency and it is in this sense formal-

ly the most rational known means of carrying out imperative control over human 

beings. It is superior to any other form in precision, in stability, in the stringency 

of its discipline, and in its reliability. It thus makes possible a particularly high 

degree of calculability of results for the heads of the organization and for those act-

ing on relation to it.” (Weber 1964: 337.) 

 

 

2.6. Challenges To Classic Ideation, Bureaucracy, and  Organizational Orth o-

doxy 

 

As history reveals, classic ideation had  significant roots in Administrative 

thought and  policy practices within the profession. However, these ideas even-

tually could  not hold  in their ideal form in practice as the demands of Public 

Administration changed with time. 

  

An administration system which plays absolutely no role in policy shaping 

would  not survive. The evolution of “wicked” intractable problems of the mod-

ern society and  the expansion of the public service, forced  public service “ex-
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perts” to p lay a role in shaping policy. The professional Policy Analyst, and  the 

Special Advisor are two examples. Special Advisors are members of the public 

sector but they are political appointees charged  with provid ing advice on policy 

decisions. (see Lindblom 1959: 177−187; Stone 1997: 571−575; Miller 2005: 37.) 

 

The effects of increasing industrialization and  urbanization in the American 

society created  the need  for a battery of social services. As a result, the classical 

stance of administration regard ing the self had  to change. “Traditional social 

institutions” were unable to perform their roles effectively under these circum s-

tances and  the civil service system had  to fill that need . (Stever 1988: 46.) 

 

Lastly Public Administration‟s role with regards to culture has become com-

plex. There can no longer be a laissez fair attitude on behalf of public adminis-

trators regard ing culture. Public Administration systems and  their relationship 

to the cultural environment is the subject of one part of the inquiry undertak en 

in this thesis. This issue will be d iscussed  in further detail in section 3.4 on cu l-

ture and  its role in governance. 

 

An examination of the challenges against bureaucracy and  organizational o r-

thodoxy reveals that significant changes in this area occurred . As the principles 

of organization became more and  more entrenched, and  the concepts put into 

practice, problems emerged which eventually lead  to the established  challenge. 

(Eddy 1983: 195−205.)  

 

Herbert Simon (1946) for example detailed  the ways in which the established  

principles of organization were at odds with each other when put into practice. 

Secondly, not sufficiently taken into account by Weber, Taylor, Gulick and  their 

ilk was the human relations perspective. 

 

The essential ramifications of their concepts of organizational orthodoxy taken 

to their logical end  was that employees were just another resource on par with 
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inanimate resources like money, materials, build ings and  machines . They were 

simply a means to an end . No regard  was given to the social relationships in the 

workplace and  their impact on productivity. 

 

When social relationships are taken into account, it is possible to reject the W e-

barian tenet that only through formal structural design can full efficiency be 

gained . One of the seminal thinkers along this line was Mary parker Follett. She 

was ahead  of her time since she expressed  in 1918, some of what came to be p o-

pularly understood as the “human resources perspective” decades later. (see 

Follett 1918; 1924.) 

 

The single most cited  experiment that posed  an empirical challenge to organiz a-

tional orthodoxy was the Hawthorne experiment. It was conducted  at the Haw-

thorne Works of the Western Electric Company with the aim of inducing the 

workers to be more productive. It was d iscovered that the workers had  created 

informal organizations of their own will that both reflected  and  cond itioned  

their behavior and  motives. Examination of this phenomenon revealed  that the 

things that influence productivity (besides formal organization) are the rela-

tionship between colleagues (group dynamic), and  the fact that humans simu l-

taneously seek to serve the organization‟s goals and  pursue goals of their own. 

Since the priority of these dual goals alternates, it is argued  that sensitivity to 

what motivates people and  sensitivity to interpersonal situations should  be a 

strong part of organizational theory. (Maslow  1943; Johnson 1992: 85.) 

 

From the human relations perspective more productivity is gained  from the 

creation of: conditions which motivate employees to fulfill their own goals as 

well as the organizations goals, conditions where employees cooperate with 

their superiors rather than simply receive orders, and  group dynamics which 

foster interpersonal relationships that enhance rather than d iscourage the en-

hancements made by employees. (see Bennis 1967: 238−249; Alvesson 2004: 

121−133.)  
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These concepts posed  a theoretical challenge which was matched  in practice 

only by the forced  expansion of the Public Administration system in the U.S 

during the great depression (Cook 1996: 98−99). Though the concepts of organi-

zational orthodoxy still remained  prevalent, it became evident during this time 

that there needed to be a combination of innovative methods established  to ef-

fectively deal with the scope of problems the administrative system faced .  

 

In the era after the Great Depression, the lessons learned  and  innovations d e-

veloped in America regard ing organizational behavior and  structure were rec-

orded , pondered  upon and subsequently proliferated  throughout the world .  

 

These new ideas scattered  across the academic landscape developed and  gave 

birth to new fields of inquiry. One such field  is the contemporary idea of gover-

nance. As with all other theoretical concepts in management, it is shared  by 

both private and  public sectors in ways modified  to suit each. It utilizes some of 

the theories developed from administration and  management, organizational 

behavior, political science, and  sociology among oth ers. Amongst all the tenets 

of Governance theory; ideas of mutual participation, collaboration and  regard 

for human motivation can perhaps be traced  back to lessons learned  from the 

study of organizational behavior and  the challenge to organizational ortho doxy 

mounted  by those who factored  humans back into the productivity equation. 
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3. GOVERNANCE THEORY 

 

In this chapter governance is defined , push factors causing the shift towards 

governance are identified  and  governance theory is presented . e-Government, 

m-Government and  Administration‟s relation to culture are also covered . 

 

 

3.1. Defining Governance 

 

If governing can be considered  as  

 

“the totality of interactions, in which public as well as private actors participate, 

aimed at solving societal problems or creating societal opportunities; attending to 

the institutions as contexts for these governing interactions; and establishing a 

normative foundation for all those activities” (Kooiman 2003: 4.)  

 

then, Governance may be conceptualized  as “the totality of theoretical concep-

tions on governing” (Kooiman 2003: 4). 

 

There are myriad  definitions for governance, but the idea of governance as a 

theory of governing is very apt for its role in Public Administration as an aca-

demic d iscipline. Therefore this definition will be incorporated  into this study. 

 

The reader must be asked , however, to note that the term governance is used  

throughout official literature and  in casual reference to mean both a theory on 

governing (Governance) and  the practice of a particular kind  of governing. This 

practice is so prevalent that I, the researcher, am also constrained  to follow this 

practice. Therefore throughout this work the meanings may be used  intercha n-

geably at times but effort will be made to clarify instances when governa nce 

refers to the theory of governing. 
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3.2. Tenets Of Governance Theory 

 

The central tenet of Governance theory is the academ ic treatment of the shift 

from government to governance. According to scholar Janet Newman (2005: 4)  

 

“Governance theory offers an account of the dispersal of power beyond and within 

the state, undermining the privileged place of representative democracy as the 

means of channeling citizen interests and legitimizing governmental actions.”  

 

Though it is explored  from different angles, scholars agree on the existence of 

this shift. (see Peters 1996; Kooiman 2003: 5; Mayntz 2003, Gerd & Giuseppe 

2006: 3.) 

 

In other words governance is characterized  by a “hollowing out” of the state, 

the emergence of multilevel governance, d ispersal of power to multiple agen-

cies and  sectors and  a change in the paternalistic relationship between the state 

and  its citizens.  

 

Governance from the public sector standpoint is an approach to decision ma k-

ing and  appropriation of resources which encompasses this structural shift 

away from strictly bureaucratic, hierarchical, vertical, rigid  organizations t o-

wards flatter, networked  flexible organizations.  

 

Central to these changes are concepts of Knowledge Management (KM), partic-

ipation and  the public sphere, and  ultimately the practical aims of “Good Go-

vernance.” These three ideas will be treated in turn starting with section 3.2.1 

following an explanation of the forces causing the shift. 

 

The forces at work causing this large scale change to governance were man i-

fold . Firstly, there were socio economic forces at play. The there is a trend  in 

most industrialized  nations of an aging population coupled  with a declining 

birthrate (Finland  and  Japan are two such examples). The economic conse-
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quence of which is, more ind ividuals dependent on the state for services but 

less tax revenue being collected  to finance these expenditures. This phenom e-

non puts pressure on government to do more with less. (Peters 1996: 14.) 

 

Secondly, governments increasingly faced  pressure from th eir publics including 

the private sector to be more efficient and  to reduce the cost of delivering exis t-

ing service commitments by simply streamlining administration. Such changes 

had  been thought to be successful in the private sector and  there was a vocifer-

ous argument that some of these private sector methods should  be imported  to 

the Public Sector. (Ibid . 14.) 

 

There were also global economic forces (globalization) which came to bear. 

There was a desire on the part of industrialized  states to be competitive in the 

global market. As a result there was reduction in tax costs, increased  deregula-

tion, reduction in economic protectionism and any perceived  public sector inef-

ficiencies. (Ibid . 14.) 

 

According to Peters (ibid . 16) there was also an increase in “wicked” or intract-

able problems in governing facing the industrial state, “issues such as race, 

gender, participation and  equality.” So called  post materialist problems which 

could  not be solved  using the existing governmental mechanisms.  

 

Lastly there has been “a decline of stable organizations as the focus for gover n-

ment interventions as well as for the source of inputs into governing” (ibid . 16). 

Meaning, there has been a reduction in the presence of large citizen interest 

blocks (such as unions for example) with which government could  bargain or 

consult during policymaking. This forces an immediate change in how public 

participation in the governing process is conceptualized  and  achieved .  
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3.2.1. Knowledge Management 

 

As mentioned  earlier, alongside theories of participation and  the public sphere 

and  Good Governance, a major contribution to Governance theory is the body 

of work on Knowledge Management (KM). Before KM is d iscussed  however; a 

definition of knowledge is necessary.  

 

“Knowledge is a fluid  mix of framed  experience, values, contextual inform a-

tion, and  expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and  incorpo-

rating new experiences and  information” (Baskerville & Dulipovici 2006: 84). In 

the case of organizations, “it often becomes em bedded not only in documents 

or repositories but also in organizational routines, processes, practices and  

norms” (ibid . 84). 

 

There are also several kinds of knowledge held  by both individuals and  collec-

tives like organizations. Namely; information (know what), combinational skill 

(know-how), technical knowledge and  innovation, and  tacit knowledge. (Ibid . 

84.) 

 

Throughout the world , organizations have become decidedly more dependent 

on their ability to access and  leverage these intellectual or knowledge ba sed  

resources. A myriad  tools, techniques, and  concepts are being used  as man a-

gerial devices towards this end . Effective Knowledge Management is seen as a 

necessity in meeting the challenges of the new “information age” or “know-

ledge society” (Styhre 2003; McNabb 2006: 4). 

 

Guido Bertucci, d irector of the U.N‟s d ivision for Public Administration argues 

that there are benefits to be had  for both the public sector firm which employs 

proper Knowledge Management and  for the citizens which they serve. In the 

preface to the United  Nations e-Government Survey compiled  by the United  

Nations Department of Economic and  Social Affairs UNDESA he states that 
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“ for citizens the benefits to be reaped from KM include better services, more 

choices, more personalization and greater accountability of how their money is 

spent. For the organization, KM provides the major benefit of improving the or-

ganization’s performance through increased efficiency and innovation.” (UNDE-

SA 2008: iii.) 

 

There are roughly three theoretical concep ts which drive Knowledge Manage-

ment. The first two were developed out of the importance of valuing the “soft” 

assets of organizations for determining their economic value (information eco-

nomics). These are intellectual capital theory and  intellectual property theory.  

 

Intellectual capital is defined  as the d ifference between “the book value of a 

company and the amount of money someone is prepared  to pay for it” (Baske r-

ville et al. 2006: 86) due to soft assets like strength of a brand and  customer 

loyalty which add  value to a company.  

 

Intellectual property refers to copyrights, trade secrets, patents and  the like. 

 

The last driving concept in Knowledge Management; core competence man-

agement, arose out of work done in the area of organizational strategy. (Basker-

ville et al. 2006: 86.) 

 

Core competencies of organizations and  individuals are a set of know -how or 

specialties that can be leveraged  to the advantage (usually economic) of that 

ind ividual or organization. 

 

In summary Knowledge Management is the enterprise of harnessing and  leve-

raging of all three of these: intellectual capital, intellectual property and  core 

competencies; in any organization. Also included in this endeavor are all the 

supporting technologies used  as tools to this end . This is why Information 

Communication Technologies are so central to Knowledge Management and  by 

extension central to governance. 
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As can be expected , KM does have practical implications for organizational 

structure and  human resource management. 

 

In practice when the intellectual capital, core competence, and intellectual 

property are leveraged optimally in an organization the result is the creation of 

a Knowledge Intensive Firm (KIF). Proponents of Knowledge Management 

who apply the concept to the public sector envision that eventually the public 

sector agencies will be Knowledge Intensive Firms.  

 

The definition of a Knowledge Intensive Firm is a d ifficult one to codify. There 

does exist however, some commonality between the myriad  definitions availa-

ble. It is agreed  that a Knowledge Intensive Firm or KIF in some way specializes 

in offering knowledge and  core competence as their primary product and  are 

mostly engaged in knowledge work. Knowledge work can be defined  as the use 

of judgment highly supported  by theoretical and  intellectual knowledge which 

can be relied  on. Knowledge Intensive Firms employ substantial amounts of 

people who work on complex tasks that require a high degree of autonomy and 

personal judgment or d iscretion. (Alvesson: 2004.) 

 

The Knowledge Intensive Firm can be considered  as an evolution away from 

Webarian bureaucratic organization. In the post industrial information age in 

which we live, trad itional bureaucratic organizations have proven to be less 

useful than they once were. Also the economies of the “developed world ,” it is 

argued, have changed from natural resource based  to intellectual asset based . In 

thinking about the needs of the current age, academics like Warren Bennis as 

early as 1967 in an article titled  „Organizations of the Future‟ proph etically de-

scribed  what has ultimately become the Knowledge Intensive Firm. 

 

Characterized  by flatter networks (as opposed  to hierarchical) structure, res-

ponsiveness to rapid changes in the environment, temporal substructures, em-

ployee centric and  highly educated  workforce, Bennis‟s description of the or-
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ganization of the future does not d iffer much  from that characterized  by Mats 

Alvesson (2004) in his book „Knowledge Work and  Knowledge-Intensive 

Firms.‟  

 

Though he separates Knowledge Intensive Firms (KIFs) into 2 categories (pro-

fessional service firms and  R&D firms), Alvesson (2004: 21) lists the following as 

characteristics common to all KIFs.  

 

 Highly qualified , highly paid  individuals doing symbolic work (meaning 

that the output is not the transfer of m aterial tangible objects) 

 Preference for autonomy over hierarchy 

 Use of ad  hoc sub-organizational forms (example: task oriented  teams or 

cellular modules) 

 Extensive communication for problem solving 

 Id iosyncratic client services 

 Information, power, and  financial asymmetry 

 Subjective or uncertain quality assessment  

 

After Knowledge Management, the next central tenet of Governance theory to 

be d iscussed  is participation . The combination of Knowledge Management and  

participation provide the prescription for structural organization found within 

Governance theory. Although they are treated  separately, Knowledge Man-

agement and  participation are highly interrelated  and  interdependent.  

 

3.2.2. Participation and  The Public Sphere 

 

Much scholarship and  theorizing have been done regard ing the idea of public 

participation and  the public sphere. Though they may be expressed  in a nu m-

ber of ways, scholars in this field  agree that more political, collective and  dem o-

cratic mechanisms should  be employed to send  messages to government and  

“governing should  be about finding out what the public wants and  finding 
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ways of delivering those services” (Peters 1996: 50). They also agree that trad i-

tional “bureaucracy is an impediment to good government and  if nothing else 

changed there must be a new means for delivering public services” (Peters 1996: 

50). 

 

They argue that the lower echelons of hierarchical organizations are a wealth of 

untapped resources and  talent. It is thought that since workers at the lower 

echelons of organizations are the closest to the production of goods or the point 

of service, that “they have the greatest insight and  information about the pr o-

grams. It is assumed  further that if those ideas and  talents were harnessed  ad e-

quately, then government would  perform better” (Peters 1996: 51). 

 

The proponents of increased  participation support it in terms of public sector 

employees having more say in their place of employment, clients of those pu b-

lic sector organizations (the general citizenry) having more say in public sector 

decision making, and  public sector agencies having more autonomy and “say” 

in their area of specialty vis a vie the total administrative system. 

 

The conceptions of a participatory state can be d ivided  into four categories. 

These are participatory management, d iscursive democracy, street level bu-

reaucracy, and  communitarianism.  

 

Participatory management mainly concerns members of a public organization 

charged  with delivering a service. It is argued  that the most effective mode of 

motivating employees within a public sector organization is to foster involv e-

ment and  participation. It is further argued that employees need  wide girth to 

exercise some initiative and  should  be allowed a greater measure of indepen-

dent decisions. That way they would  be willing to invest more time and energy 

in the organization. (This is idea is part of the human relations perspective d is-

cussed  in section 2.6.) According to the participatory management approach 

“the general prescription for making government function better, th erefore, is 
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to foster greater ind ividual and  collective participation by segments of gover n-

ment organizations that commonly have been excluded from decision ma king” 

(Peters 1996: 51; see Malinga 2008.) 

 

Going one step beyond participatory management, which  focuses on the em-

ployees of public organizations, the proponents of d iscursive democracy argue 

that the public should  be “asked  to decide all manner of policy issues by a d i-

rect vote” (Peters 1996: 58). Proponents of this view find  even representative 

democracy to be lacking. “These ideas have a much broader conception of pop-

ular participation and democracy than conventional representative democracy” 

(Peters 1996: 58).  

 

Scholars who favor this view hold  that a broader range of citizens should  be 

involved  in the “shaping of issues, formulation of responses and  perhaps also in 

the implementation of programs” (Peters 1996: 58). A practical example of d is-

cursive democracy would  be a referendum. In which members of the public 

vote d irectly in favor of or against a particular point of public policy. For exam-

ple in the United  States these are routinely attached  to voting ballots during 

Presidential (general) and  Congressional (mid -term) elections. 

 

The d iscursive line of argument dovetails with the ideas of theorists on the pub-

lic sphere like Jürgen Habermas. He developed the concepts of the “ideal speech 

community” and  “communicative rationality” in order to describe the cond itions 

under which participation would  be considered  most effective. 

 

Ideally, in Habermas‟s conception, there would  be no hierarchy of individuals 

or of ideas, instead , an egalitarian open forum where all ideas are equally v a-

lued . He posits that in this sphere all ideas should  be voiced  in order to gauge 

the true range of opinion within the community. (see Habermas 1989; Peters 

1996: 59.) 
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This d iscursive democratic approach may also promote transparency since a 

side effect of soliciting d irect participation by vote is that the public has to have 

knowledge of the issue to be voted  on. 

 

Street-Level bureaucracy is the third  approach to participation. This approach 

attempts to study and  describe in more detail the powers that employees at the 

street level or public organizations possess. It addresses the ways in which 

“face to face contacts between public employees and  the public help to define 

the relationship between the state and  society” (Peters 1996: 56). Consequently 

it is thought that particularly this group of employees should  be the target of 

empowerment (see Lipsky 1983). 

 

Lastly, proponents of communitarianism reject the centrality of bureaucratic 

agencies in the delivery of public service and  argue instead  that one should  

look towards “means of „coproduction‟ and  personal involvement” (Peters 

1996: 62) to improve the performance of government. Specifically, some scho-

lars envision reviving volunteerism and every type of individual and  collective 

initiative as alternatives to the bureaucratic method of provision of services (see 

Etzioni 1985; 1991a; 1991b; 2006). 

 

Proponents of this approach favor the growth of civil society or “the third  sec-

tor.” In their conception Non Governmental Organizations, Religious Institu-

tions, Community organizations and  the family for example would  provide 

more caring and  effective services. 

 

All four approaches d iscussed  participatory management, d iscursive democra-

cy, street level bureaucracy, and  communitarianism have implications for the 

structure of public organizations, management of public organizations, policy 

making and  the public interest. In summary, th e model of the participatory 

state holds that the public interest is best served  by maximum involvement by 
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all stakeholders. This very notion is incorporated  heavily in the conception of 

Good Governance. 

 

3.2.3. Good Governance 

 

The member states of the UN  have agreed  upon 8 facets that constitute “Good 

Governance” (see Figure 1). These are participation, the rule of law, transparen-

cy, responsiveness, consensus orientation, equity and  inclusiveness, effectiv e-

ness and  efficiency and  accountability. (UNESCAP 2009; Agere 2000: 1−10.) By 

listing and  defining Good Governance it theorizes the existence of bad  gover-

nance and  creates the possibility to have Good Governance as a measurable 

ideal to strive towards. Presumably with “best” governance being that which 

comes closest to fu lfilling these 8 ideals, and  bad  governance being that which 

is farthest away.  

 

 

Figure 1. Good Governance (UNESCAP: 2009). 

 

Participation: Participation by all stakeholders in the society is a salient factor 

in good governance. Both d irect and  indirect participation via legitimate inter-
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mediate institutions; as is the case with a representative democracy for exa m-

ple, are possible. 

 

Participation in this sense also demands that the participants are informed and 

organized . In order to facilitate an informed and  organized  participatory base, 

prerequisites are freedom of expression and  association and  an organized  civil 

society. (UNESCAP 2009.) 

 

Rule of Law: Some other prerequisites of Good Governance are just legal frame 

works which are enforced  without partiality. That in turn requires an indepen-

dent judiciary and  law enforcement systems free of corruption. (Ibid .) 

 

Another component of Good Governance which exists under the umbrella of 

the rule of law is protection of human rights especially those of minorit ies (ib-

id). 

 

Transparency: The idea of transparency as a component of Good Governance 

means that information on decisions and  executions of the decisions made by 

government are freely available and  fully comprehensible. Special emphasis is 

placed  on the idea that those who are affected  by such decisions should  be able 

to access all information freely. An example of a move toward  transparency 

would  be the “Freedom of Information Act” in the United  States. (Ibid .) 

 

Responsiveness: Government institutions should  be service oriented  and  ex-

ecute all services and  or processes in a timely manner (ibid ). 

 

Consensus Oriented: Consensus orientation means that government should  try 

to build  or gain consensus about what is best from among all stakeholders in 

Society, even though there are multiple actors with a plurality of interests. The 

government should  also seek advice on how this consensus can be achieved . 
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Under the umbrella of consensus orientation is long range perspective on su s-

tainable human development, strategies and  plans for their execution. This can 

be achieved  with comprehensive understanding of historical, cultural and  social 

contexts of affected  societies or communities. (UNESCAP 2009.) 

 

Equity and inclusiveness: The well being of society hinges on the idea that 

members feel and  are assured  that they are included  and  have a stake in the 

mainstream of the society (ibid). 

 

Effectiveness and efficiency: Good Governance strives to fulfill the mandate to 

best meet the needs of society with the limited  resources available. This effi-

ciency also extends to the use of natural resources in sustainable ways and  to 

environmental protection. (Ibid .) 

 

Accountability: Another critical component of good governance is that go-

vernmental, civil societal and  private sector institutions should  be accountable 

to those members of the public whom they serve as well as any institutional 

stakeholders. Organizations and  institutions are accountable to those who will 

be affected  by their decisions and  actions. In order for accountability to be en-

forced , there needs to be transparency and  the rule of law. (Ibid .) 

 

Given these definitions; Good Governance can be conceived  as both a part of 

Governance theory and  a description of or prescription for the practical execu-

tion of theories of Governance. 

 

Ensconced within all the facets of Good Governance are ideas of Knowledge 

Management and  participation. For example equity and  inclusiveness, accou n-

tability, and  consensus orientation all involve notions of participation. Mea n-

while transparency, the rule of law, and  responsiveness can be seen from the 

Knowledge Management perspective. However, these are simply conceptual 
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lines. Knowledge Management and  participation concepts are highly syner-

gized  and  mutually dependent when Good Governance occurs in practice. 

 

Notions of Governance and  Good Governance have also transferred  to electron-

ic means of governing as becomes evident in section 3.3. 

 

 

3.3. e-Governance and  m-Governance 

 

From Max Weber‟s bureaucracy to the reforms of New Public Management, th e 

d iscipline of Public Administration has been concerned  with how Government 

can „run better.‟ With the development of concepts like the “Citizens‟ Charter” 

in the UK and the National Performance Review of 1993 in the U.S; a more cu s-

tomer (citizen) service focus was also introduced  (Pollitt & Bouckaert 2000: 556.) 

 

By the beginning of the 21
st
 century, internet use in developed countries was 

increasing at an unprecedented  rate (Statcan 2009). The internet was being used  

for exchange of information. Businesses in the private sector realized  that this 

was a cost effective method of communicating with their customers. It is no 

surprise then that eventually government agencies all around the “developed” 

world  eventually started  to use the internet to communicate with citizenry as 

well. This use of the internet to further the goals of government is termed elec-

tronic government or e-Government. (Al-Hakim 2007: 1; World  Bank 2009b.) 

 

E-Government‟s potential to bring citizen‟s closer to their government was u n-

paralleled . Government had  the ability to publish information regard ing the 

availability of services at government offices such as hours of operation and  

contact information. Later, methods were developed for citizens to interact with 

Government by corresponding with officers of the Government d irectly via the 

internet. Lastly more sophisticated  methods of e-Government evolved . Com-

pleting transactions like; paying taxes, applying for a passport, requesting and  
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requesting a birth certificate are examples of these. E-Government is also used  

for streamlining intra governmental management and  operations, increasing 

governmental interoperability and  creating more efficiency and  reducing costs. 

(Information for Development Program  2002; Laitner 2003.) 

 

More recently, scholars and  government officials are again starting to re-

conceptualize what government should  be and  do. In light of the new focus on 

governance, Governments are thinking of governance as “a broader concept 

describing forms of governing which are not necessarily in the hands of formal 

government” (Saxena 2005:499).  

 

Owing to this, more partnerships between government and  civil society have 

developed towards better governance. Following this shift towards governance, 

there is an emergent commensurate shift from simply e-Government towards e-

Governance. 

 

According to Riley (qtd . in Saxena 2005: 500), E-Governance is the  

 

“commitment to utilize appropriate technologies (….).to advance democratic ex-

pression, human dignity and autonomy, support economic development and en-

courage the fair and effective delivery of services.”  

 

Notions of what it means for government to be efficient have changed. Ther e-

fore a focus on e-Governance is seen as more beneficial for citizens because it 

focuses on outcomes for the citizens. “The bottom line so to speak is effective 

service of the citizen, not just outputs of government” (Saxena 2005: 500).  

 

Unfortunately for countries deemed “Developing” and  “Transitional” (meaning 

from low ($905 or less) Gross National Income GNI per capita to upper middle 

income ($3,596- $11,115) by the World  Bank), (World  Bank 2009a) the benefits of 

e-Government/ Governance, potential or real have been only marginally availa-

ble to them. Lacking infrastructure critical to the use of the internet which co m-
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prises a large percent of Information and  Communication Technologies (ICTs), 

lack of computer literacy (on the part of civil servants and  the public), and  pr o-

hibitive costs, are some of the barriers to effective use of E-Government or E-

Governance in those countries. (Saxena 2005: 502; Rathgeber 2006.) 

 

In light of these barriers to E-Government/ Governance faced  by the developing 

world ; it is argued  that effective use of m -Governance can be employed to-

wards Good Governance in “developing” and  “transitional” countries. 

 

m-Governance refers to harnessing mobile technology (mobile phones, internet 

enabled  mobile phones, PDA‟s, Wi Fi and  wireless networks) for governance 

purposes. In other words,  

 

“the strategy and its implementation involving the utilization of all kinds of wire-

less and mobile technology, services, applications and devices for improving bene-

fits to parties involved (… ) including citizens, business units and all government 

units.” (Kuschu & Kuschu 2003.) 

 

Statistics on mobile phone use especially in the developing countries and  even 

“least developed” countries show that they are the fastest growing market. As 

of 2004 “globally, the number of mobile phones has surpassed  the number of 

fixed/ wired  phones. This is also the case in many individual na tions, including 

49 middle-income and 36 low-income countries.” (Lallana 2008.) 

 

“Developing" and  "transitional" countries have a wide range of availability of 

internet presence. For those in the low income to upper low income category 

(developing), m-Governance can be conceptualized  as an entity onto itself or as 

a stepping stone to e-Governance. While those in the upper middle income 

(transitional) with a higher rate of internet penetration, can afford  to use it as a 

complement to emerging e-Government presence. (Ghyasi & Kushchu 2004: 

3−5.) 
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Mobile phone use and  availability, covers all strata of the population elimina t-

ing the problem of lacking infrastructure. Also, unlike the internet, women and  

girls have equal access to cell phones as men (see Rathgeber: 2006). Also, the 

learning curve is lower since even persons classified  as illiterate can use a cell 

phone or can quickly learn how to use one. Lastly this option is affordable for 

many governments in the “developing world .”  

 

Also to be considered  is the possibility of “leapfrogging” over computer based  

internet and  going d irectly to mobile based  internet. For example in the Congo, 

which is categorized  as a least developed country, most citizens are using WAP 

through their phones. This means that for many individuals, their first encou n-

ter with the internet is via mobile phone rather than computer. (Ghyasi & Kush-

chu 2004: 4.) 

 

Proponents of m-Governance argue that there are many benefits to using it. It 

can be a flexible tool that is tailored  towards culture ensuring its relevance to 

the citizenry. It helps government reach citizens across the d igital d ivide. It also 

reaches trad itionally underrepresented citizenry like women and girls, people 

below the poverty line, and  perhaps d isabled  individuals more effectively than 

e-Government which relies only on the internet would . Lastly it provides op-

portunities for entrepreneurship. (see Goldstuck 2004; Quadir 2006; The World  

Bank 2007; Lallana: 2008. ) 

 

3.4. Culture and  Its Role In Governance 

 

Now that the tenets of Governance theory have been d iscussed  as well as the 

idea of e-Governance; the last theoretical concept germane to this thesis is the 

idea of culture, its effects on the public sector organizational behavior and  g o-

vernance. 
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Like many other concepts dealt with in this theoretical section of the study, the 

definition of culture is plural. Culture can be conceptualized  as a combination 

of what people think (ideas, values, beliefs, knowledge, trad itions, their percep-

tions of themselves and  others); and  w hat they do (the way they organize socie-

ty, familial ties, their nation state and  the way they adapt to their environment). 

(Keesing & Strathern 1998: 14−25.) 

 

UNESCO (qtd . in Huovinen 2007), has offered  a definition that is particularly 

useful 

  

“(… ) the set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features 

of society or a social group, and it encompasses, in addition to art and literature, 

lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, traditions and beliefs.”  

 

Culture has both internal and  external ramifications for organizations. Organ i-

zational behavior is a description of the way individual people and  people as a 

collective act in an organization. It is also how this collective action forms a unit 

which in turn “acts” in relation to its environment.  

 

Culture can have an intangible quality to it since although some aspects of cu l-

ture are very visible; like state institutions for example, other aspects like 

norms, beliefs, communication styles and  values are not. They are only made 

visible temporarily through actions which reflect them.  

 

The Iceberg Model of Culture illustrates the concept very well. The tip  of the 

Iceberg represents the visible aspects of cu lture, while the area below the w a-

ter‟s surface represents the invisible ones (see Amorim 2001: 2). 

 

It is this hidden, ephemeral and  chimerical aspect of cu lture that has the most 

impact on organizational behavior as it in fluences organizational decision mak-

ing, structure and  interactions with the environment.  
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Goodenough (qtd . in Keesing & Strathern 1998: 16) says culture has effects on 

decision making in organizations because hidden forms of culture (norms, be-

liefs, values communication styles) provide the “standards for decid ing what is, 

(…) for decid ing what can be, (…) for decid ing how one feels about it  (…) for 

decid ing what to do about it, and  (…) for decid ing how to go about doing it.”  

 

In terms of structure, the internal culture of an organization can help to shape 

the structure. An example would  be that of organizations which have a “kno w-

ledge culture.” These organizations value “learning and  creativity, and  these 

imply a commitment of employee time for internaliz ing, reflecting, and  articu-

lating knowledge” (Baskerville et al. 2006: 91). Therefore those organizations 

tend  to be less rigid  and  hierarchical and  more collaborative and  network 

based . The belief is that by reducing strict bureaucratic structures and  ins tead  

encouraging informal communication and  spontaneity, the result would  be in-

creased  creativity springing from experimentation and  freedom of expression.  

 

Extending the notion of culture and  organizations to its environmental ramifi-

cations is the very nucleolus of one of the issues under examination in this th e-

sis. The second of the two research questions surrounds the culturally relevant 

responsiveness of civil service. Recall that in chapter 2 the classic ideation of 

public service called  for a value free civil service which expressly restricts the 

impact of the civil service on culture and  vice versa. 

 

Given the characteristics of culture d iscussed  above and  its impact on decision 

making and  organizational structure, it becomes clear that organizations  are 

inseparable from their environment since they are comprised  of members of the 

society in which they exist. They both influence and  are subject to the method of 

social organization, value systems, trad itions and  beliefs, norms and  values of 

their society. Therefore, it was and  is impossible to have a truly value neutral 

civil service in practice.  
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In fact the very notion of a value neutral civil service sprang out of particular 

cultural values held  by those in the Progressive Movement in the U.S, and  from 

other scholars in Europe at the time (see Stever 1988: 43-44). Those notions of 

the value free civil service were proliferated  throughout the world  via academia 

creating in turn a general culture or ethos within civil service institutions 

worldwide which were reticent to acknowledge and  accept their role as cultural 

actors. Some scholars identify this phenomenon as a major flaw in public ser-

vice which has contributed  to problems of legitimacy faced  by some civil ser-

vice institutions. 

 

In his work, James A. Stever (1988: 176) draws attention to this problem and 

calls for a commitment on the part of civil servants to “the beneficial impact 

that Public Administration can have on the development and  maintenance of 

public cu lture.” By public culture he means “those shared  rules, customs, com-

mitments, consumable goods, durable objects, and  facilities that make shared  

public life possible among a d iverse citizenry.”  

 

Stever (1988: 176) argues that although there are myriad  forces affecting public 

culture, civil service plays a particularly superior role. He states that the reason 

for that is “it develops policies, enforces rules, delivers consumable goods and  

durable objects and  provides facilities that significantly shape the public culture 

of the citizenry it serves.”  

 

Stever (1988:176) posits that at the very point of service, the very act of deliver-

ing goods, public servants shape public cu lture regard less of whether or not 

they are conscious about it. In this belief, he joins his contemporaries Michael 

Lipsky and other proponents of the critical role of the civil service at the “street 

level.” (see Lipsky 1980: 414−422.) 

 

Evidence that bears out their theory exists in the mostly successful efforts by 

civil servants working in the public health sector to change the cultural r e-
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sponse towards persons with HIV in the United  States. The original cultural 

response to the HIV epidemic was one of shame, secrecy, and  of shunning per-

sons with the d isease. Following massive public health campaigns, it can be 

said  that now the cu ltural response to persons with HIV in the U.S is usually 

one of compassion and  willingness to help “fight the d isease.” The stigma a t-

tached  to the d isease has been significantly reduced . 

 

Encompassed  within the same example, there also exists an example of the 

ways in which members of the public influence and  help shape public adminis-

trative policy. Prior to the massive campaign on the part of civil service regar d-

ing HIV, a small minority of the public consisting of persons with HIV and their 

relatives and  supporters formed Non Governmental Organizations like ACT-

UP and the Gay Men‟s Health Crisis. These organizations lobbied  and  pres-

sured  the members of the public health institutions to act. (Powers, Vogele, 

Kruegelr, & McCarthy1997: 10.) 

 

This reflexive influential relationship between cultural environment and  public 

service institutions is most beneficial when: citizens have unfettered  access to 

their civil service institutions, and  when civil service institutions have the flex-

ibility and  knowledge to respond in the most efficient, expedient and  relevant 

way. Those notions are central to governance and  it is in this very space that 

theoretically, Information and  Communication Technology can be employed 

most usefully.  
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4. METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS 

 

This thesis centers around two research questions: 

 

Is Information and Communication Technology/Mobile Technology (ICT) being used as 

a tool in reshaping of public administrative systems in keeping with the structural and 

participatory demands of Governance/Good Governance? 

 

If ICT is being used toward the structural and participatory aims of good governance, 

how are these changes responsive to or reflective of the environmental culture in which 

the administrative system operates? 

 

In order to shed  some light on these issues I have  decided  on an exploration of 

the subject though the prism of Governance theory for the theoretical approach 

and  framework of analysis.  

 

Secondly, for a practical d imension to the inquiry, I have selected  the qualit a-

tive approach to research in which the object of study will be cases. These cases 

will consist of the e-Governance initiatives of five United  Nations member 

states: The United  States of America, Estonia, The Philippines, Kenya and  

Guyana. 

 

I will identify each country‟s status with regards to the U.N standards for e -

Government readiness, examine their stated  goals for e- Government initiatives 

and finally examine some of each country‟s e-Government projects online. 

 

Beginning with the qualitative method; then case study, and  finally governance 

theory, a definition and  explanation of each component of my methodology  

along with study materials follows.  
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Qualitative Method 

 

Qualitative analysis is always defined  in polar opposition to quantitative analy-

sis and  is characterized  by small deliberately chosen sample size, and  emphasis 

on exploratory theory/ hypothesis generation rather than testing of existing hy-

pothesis. 

 

As Johnson, Chambers, Raghuram and Tincknell (2004: 3) argue in their concep-

tion of research practice, the method selected for the study is dependent on the 

research questions asked  and  one must use approaches and  methods suitable to 

the specific aims and  questions posed .  

 

When conceptualizing the research process, it is also important to select a m e-

thod which allows space for the idea that research is by its nature a cultural a c-

tivity located  within the power relations of the academy and academia. It was 

also important to select a method which takes into account the agency of the 

researcher. (Johnson et al. 2004: 2.) 

 

The quantitative or variable oriented  method (with its proclivity to positivism 

and aims at creating law like theories) has long dominated  the fields of natural 

and  social science. However, perhaps because of the concerns mentioned  above, 

there has been more movement towards the qualitative approach. 

 

According to Denzin and  Lincoln (1994: ix) 

 

“a quiet methodological revolution has been taking place in the social sciences. A  

blurring of disciplinary boundaries has occurred. The social sciences and humani-

ties have drawn closer together in mutual focus on an interpretive, qualitative ap-

proach to research and theory.” “Where only statistics, experimental designs, and 

survey research once stood (… ) scholars are experimenting with the boundaries of 

interpretation, linking research to social change.”  
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Recall that in section 3.3.3 it was argued that  the foundational ideas in Public 

Administration are a cultural construct. Therefore, on the macro level, this 

study can be seen as one aimed at producing knowledge about cultural 

processes and  social change. On the micro level, one of the research questions 

concerns cultural responsiveness. Culture, with its intangible nature, is not eas i-

ly given to quantification. That feature of cu lture renders the quantitative m e-

thod unsuitable in this case.  

 

More suitable, is one of the strategies most utilized  in the qualitative approach 

to research. The case study.  

 

Case Study 

 

 The case in this approach is the object of study. Cases may be simple or com-

plex; a person, a company, or a country for example. However, whatever the 

case is determined  to be; it has to be specific and  bounded. “Its behavior is pa t-

terned . Consistency and  sequentialness are prominent. It is common to recog-

nize that certain features are within the case and  other features outside.” (Stake 

1994: 236.) 

 

Though there are many types of cases which fit such broad  criteria, according to 

Stake (1994: 237), it is possible to conceptualize and  categorize cases based  on 

the interests or goals of the researcher. He posits that there are either intrinsic or 

instrumental interests in cases on the part of researchers. In the first instance, 

the researcher undertakes the study simply for the understanding of that pa r-

ticular case rather than because the case is representative or typical of other ca s-

es.  

 

On the other hand, there is the instrumental case study in  which “a particular 

case is examined to provide insight into an issue or refinement of theory” (ibid . 
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237). The case plays a “supportive role facilitating our understanding of som e-

thing else” (Stake 1994: 237) and  is selected  for that reason.  

 

When several such cases are studied  jointly towards a common end; it can be 

termed a collective case study. The cases are chosen because “it is believed  that 

understanding them will lead  to better understanding and  perhaps better theo-

rizing about a still larger collection of cases”( ibid . 237). 

 

My aim is to conduct a collective case study of five countries in order to seek an 

answer/  some answers to the stated  research questions.   

 

In selecting the cases, it was necessary to first establish several common bou n-

daries for each case based  on the question posed . To deal with the first research 

question: Is Information and Communication Technology/Mobile Technology (ICT) being 

used as a tool in reshaping of public administrative systems in keeping with the structural and 

participatory demands of Governance/Good Governance? it was necessary that: 

 

 the countries subscribe to the same notion of good governance and  see 

the tenets of good governance as ideals to which they should  strive  

 each country envisions Information Comm unication Technology (ICT) 

as a vehicle to realize those ideals of good governance 

 each country have a particular stated  interest in the participatory aspect 

of good governance (since there are many aspects to the ideals of good 

governance and  participation is only one such aspect) 

 sufficient material about the countries‟ Public Administration initiatives 

in this regard  is available 

 

To respond to the question: If ICT is being used toward the structural and participa-

tory aims of good governance how are these changes responsive to or reflective of the 

environmental culture in which the administrative system operates? it was necessary 

that: 
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 the country has at least one example of  an Information Communication 

Technology project available 

 a description of how the project is intended to work is available 

 

All five cases fit these criteria and  each case will be presented  in turn in chapter 

5. 

 

Theory as Framework Of Analysis 

 

Governance theory is an umbrella theory that is an amalgam of theories d erived 

from interd isciplinary approaches to the study of governing. Governance is in-

clusive of theories from the academic d iscip lines of administrative sciences, so-

ciology, anthropology, political science, cultural studies, gender studies and  

psychology to name a few. Theories that apply to governance span the concep-

tual areas of management, the public sphere, Knowledge Management, organ i-

zational structure and  behavior, public sector ethics and  more. Due to the sheer 

breadth of possibilities from which to apply governance theory to any study, it 

was necessary to focus the scope on a few of these sub theories. These I have 

used  as a framework of analysis through which to examine the cases. 

 

The aspects of Governance theory used  will be: 

 Knowledge Management with particular focus on the structural changes 

in organizations (from vertical to horizontal or network necessary to faci-

litate effective Knowledge Management.) 

 The eight tenets of “good governance” namely; participation, the rule of 

law, transparency, responsiveness, consensus orientation, equity and  in-

clusiveness, effectiveness and  efficiency and  accountability  

 Ideas of participation and  the public sphere  
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These aspects of Governance theory were chosen because of their relevance to 

the questions at hand. The Knowled ge Management aspect of Governance 

theory clearly delineates the structural changes one can expect in an organiz a-

tion when it is implemented  towards more effective or efficient ou tput (Tobin & 

Franze 2005: 3−4.) That being the case one should  be able to compare the civil 

service structure in each case to the expected horizontal or networked structure 

d ictated  by the Knowledge Management theory in order to d iscern whether any 

structural shift has indeed  occurred . 

 

The idea of “Good Governance” is an aspect of Governance theory that is also 

explicit. Since it exists as an ideal toward  which institutions (in this instance 

countries) strive as a means to provid ing better services to all constituents, any 

actions and  initiatives incorporating any of the eight ideals can be said  to be a 

movement towards “Good Governance.” Therefore, one may look for stated 

intent and  subsequent actions towards “Good Governance” on the part of the 

countries that constitute these cases. 

 

Concepts around public participation  and  the public sphere can be used  to ex-

amine participation and  responsiveness to environmental cu lture.  

 

Primary Materials 

 

The materials used  throughout this thesis to offer relevant background inform a-

tion, explain theories and  support arguments are books, articles, p eriodicals, 

journals, internet web sites and  multimedia. However I have listed  my most 

primary sources for the practical section below. 

 

 The UN E-Government Survey Document of 2008: used  to establish the 

level of e- Government readiness for each nation. 

 The latest available Information and  Communication Technology strat e-

gy documents for the U.S.A, Guyana, The Philippines, Kenya and  Esto-
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nia: used  to establish the stated  goals of each nation‟s e-Government in-

itiative. 

 The United  Nations Public Administration Programme UNPAP Admin-

istrative Profile for each country: used  to understand  the structure of the 

administrative systems in order to determine stru ctural shift. 

 E-Government projects conducted  by each country under study: to d e-

termine issues of participation and  cultural impact in practice.
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5. PRESENTATION OF CASES AND ANALYSIS 

 

In this chapter each case will be presented . The method of presentation will be 

in the form of a profile of Guyana, Kenya, The United  States, The Philippines 

and  Estonia. Profiles will consist of identifying information for each country, a 

very brief synopsis of administrative structure, information about assessed  ICT 

readiness, and  a summary of key points the ICT strategy document.  

 

Following presentation of all the cases, beginning in section 5.6, a presentation 

and  analysis of findings gleaned  from the ICT strategy documents and  e-

Governance projects will be made. 

 

As mentioned  in chapter four in the notes on methodology, the three main do c-

uments used  in this practical aspect of the study are: The UN Administration 

Country Profile, UN E-Government Survey 2008, and  the Information Comm u-

nication and  Technology strategy documents of each country. 

 

The UN Public Administration Country Profile database provides information 

on the Public Administration of countries worldwide. Each profile includes 

general country information, legal structure, state and  civil society, civil service, 

ethics in civil service, e-Government as well as links to relevant information. 

 

The “UN E-Government Survey of 2008: From E-Government to Connected 

Governance” is an extensive document and  corresponding database published  

by the United  Nations Department of Economic and  Social Affairs (UNDESA) 

Division of Public Administration and  Development Management (DPADM). 

The survey accesses the e-Government readiness of each of the 192 UN Member 

States. The survey was a worldwide collaborative effort supervised by the chief 

of the Knowledge Management Branch of DPADM. The rigorous methodology 

for the survey was developed in 2003 and refined  again in 2007 to assess web 
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readiness from a “citizen user” perspective. According to UNDESA (2008) the 

stated  objectives of the su rvey are to provide a: 

 “Comparative assessment of the Member States’ ability to transform their gov-

ernments by using information and communication technologies to deliver on-

line services and products to their citizens. 

 

 Benchmarking tool to monitor the advancement of governments in implement-

ing e-Government services.”  

 

The findings of the survey are d isplayed  in numerical form in several ind ices. 

The numerical data that ind icates overall readiness is the UN e-Government 

Readiness Score. The countries are assigned  scores on a scale from 0.000 to 

1.000. The e-Government Readiness Index is a composite index made up of the 

Web Measure Index, the Telecommunication Infrastructure Index and  the H u-

man Capital Index. The Web Measure Index measures the level of sophistica-

tion of the nation‟s online presence on a continuum from “emerging” to “con-

nected .” The Telecommunication Infrastructure Index is comprised  of the nu m-

ber of internet users, number of personal computers, number of main telephone 

lines, number of cellular phones and  availability of broad  banding per hundred  

persons in the nation. Lastly the Human Capital Index is a composite of the 

adult literacy rate and the gross enrollment ratio for primary to tertiary educa-

tion of each nation. 

 

Information Communication Technology strategy documents  are produced by 

nations to outline their strategy for leveraging ICT to  provide services to citi-

zens electronically and  for creating efficiency in their intra governmental 

processes.  

 

They typically state the importance of ICT, make the case for reasons that the 

country should  make the most of e-Government/ Governance, and  state their 

national goals for the use of ICT by their Government. They also typically ou t-

line the precise strategy, recommendations for its implementation, and  the d e-

tail the prerequisites and  resources necessary for execution. 
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There are several levels at w hich e-Government may be implemented  and  the 

strategy document is usually geared  towards a particular level. (see UNDESA 

2008; E-Government Task Force 2002.) 

 

Level 1 Emerging: The nation‟s online presence is largely based  on a web page 

or site with links to ministries or departments. The information is static and  

there is little to no interaction with citizens. (UNDESA 2008.) 

 

Level 2 Enhanced: The nation provides some information on public policy, and  

or other aspects of governance. They also provide access to archived  documents 

such as reports, laws, the constitution, regulations, forms etc. They also offer 

some measure of interaction with citizens. (Ibid .) 

 

Level 3 Interactive: The nation offers partially online services such as dow n-

loadable tax forms and  passport applications. There is the emergence of an on-

line portal with services geared  towards convenience of citizens. The use of 

mobile technology to communicate with citizens is also considered  interactive. 

(Ibid .) 

 

Level 4 Transactional: The nation offers fully online services like tax filing and  

payments, birth certificate applications, passport and  license renewals. The se r-

vices are offered on a 24/ 7 basis. There are online portals and  multiple oppo r-

tunities for e-Participation in government including but not limited  to voting on 

the web or by mobile applications. (Ibid .)  

 

Level 5 Connected: Governments develop an integrated  back office infrastru c-

ture whereby ministries and  departments are seamless, interconnected  and  in-

teroperable offering citizens “one stop” services. All stakeholders (government, 

citizens, the third  sector, and  businesses) are also connected  and  even more o p-

portunities for participation is offered  (chat rooms, online d iscussion forums to 

speak d irectly with policymakers). (Ibid .) 
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Besides the levels of service, the strategy documents usually include implicit or 

explicit reference to a few kinds of electronic services that can be enhanced  by 

ICT. They sometimes lay out specific plans d irected  to each type of service: 

 

 Services from the government to its citizens (G2C) 

 Services from the government to businesses (G2B) 

 Inter agency services within governments (G2G)  

 Intra agency efficiency and  effectiveness (IEE). (E-Government Task 

Force 2002:10, 13; Information for Development Program  2002.) 

 

The ICT strategy document also typically addresses or involves the actors in 

any e-Government system. It addresses the politicians who make laws or poli-

cies. It addresses public administrators who design the program for implemen t-

ing the laws of policies. It also addresses programmers who create the processes 

for realizing the laws or policies from the technological angle. Importantly, it 

addresses the eventual users of the system who are the citizens. 

 

Now that the three main sources of data for the study have been d iscussed  in 

detail, the cases can be presented . 
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5.1. The United  States of America 

 

General Information: 

 

Size: 

 

 

9,161,923 sq km  

Location: North America 

Population: 303,824,640 (July 2008 est.) 

World  Bank Income Classification: High Income  

GDP: $14.58 trillion  

GDP per capita: $48,000 (2008 est.) 

Date of Independence: July 4
th
 1776 

 

Government Type: The US has a constitution -based  federal republic with a 

strong democratic trad ition. It is made up of a constitution which is the central 

instrument of government. There is also an executive branch with a vice pres i-

dent, cabinet, and  president (who is head  of government). There is a bicameral 

congress consisting of the Senate with 100 seats and  the House of Represent a-

tives with 435 seats. There is the judicial branch with a supreme court of 9 ju s-

tices who are appointed  by the senate and  serve for life. 

 

In addition to the three branches of government at the federal level there are 

also state and  local governments for counties, cities and  municipalities, towns 

and  villages. (CIA 2009; UNPAP 2009a.) 

 

Legal System: The U.S has a federal court system based  on English common law 

and each state has its own legal system usually based  on English common law 

(CIA 2009.) 
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e-Profile Information: 

 

Internet Users: 223 million (2008)  (CIA 2009.) 

Mobile Phone Users: 255million (2007)  (CIA 2009.) 

e-Readiness Index Score 2008: 0.864 

e-Readiness Rank: 4
th
 of 183 

National Web Site: www.usa.gov 

ICT Strategy Document and  Date: E-Government Strategy: Simplified  

Delivery of Services to Citizens Febru-

ary 27
th
 2002 

 

 

Summary of the main points of the U.S.A‟s „E-Government Strategy‟ document: 

 

“The initiatives are targeted  at improving the quality of services to citizens, 

business, governments and  government employees as well as the effectiveness 

and efficiency of the federal government” (E-Government Task Force 2002: 1). 

The e-Government strategy was integral to a five-part Management Agenda 

commissioned  by the president for making government more focused  on citi-

zens and  results. (Ibid . 1.) 

 

A review of the Federal Government lines of business revealed  “significant fed-

eral performance problems that could  be addressed  by E-Government and  E-

Business concepts” (ibid . 2) and  that “redundant and  overlapping agency activi-

ties have been major impediments to creating a citizen centered  electronic gov-

ernment” (ibid . 2). The strategic vision is that E-Government should  be “citizen 

centered  not bureaucracy centered , results oriented  and  market based  actively 

promoting innovation” (ibid . 1). 

 

They put in place 24 initiatives d ivided  into G2C, G2B, G2G, and  IEE. 

The Government to Citizen (G2C) initiatives were meant to fulfill the goal of 
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one-stop, online access to benefits, and  services. They will also employ modern 

relationship management tools and  ideas to improve quality and  efficiency of 

service delivery. (US E- Government Strategy 2002: 13.) 

 

The Government to Business (G2B) initiatives are meant to adopt processes that 

alleviate the burden on businesses by dramatically reducing redundant data 

collection. The aim is to provide one-stop streamlined  support for, and  enabling 

of, d igital communication with businesses. (US E- Government Strategy 2002: 

13.) 

  

The Government to Government (G2G) initiatives were meant to enab le sharing 

and  integration of federal, state and  local data to facilitate better leverage of in-

vestments in IT systems (e.g. geographical information). They were also meant 

to provide better integration  of key government operations, like d isaster re-

sponse. The G2G initiatives were also to improve grant management capabili-

ties, as required  by the Federal Financial Assistance Improvement Act (P.L 106-

107). These initiatives would  also support “vertical” (i.e., intergovernmental) 

integration requirements for H omeland Security. (US E- Government Strategy 

2002: 13.) 

 

The Internal Efficiency and  Effectiveness (IEE) initiatives leverage commercial 

best practices to key government operations, particularly supply chain ma n-

agement, human capital management, financial management and  document 

workflow. (US E- Government Strategy 2002: 13.) 

 

Projects selected for analysis: 

 

 „Report to congress on the Benefits of the President‟s e-Government In-

itiatives‟  

 „FY 2008 Report to Congress on implementation of E-Government Act of 

2002‟ 
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 Recovery.gov  

 USASpending.gov 

 USA.gov/ GobiernoUSA.gov  

 http://www.youtube.com/user/whitehouse  

 

 

5.2. Republic of Kenya 

 

General Information 

 

Size: 582,650 sq km  

Location:  Eastern Africa 

Population: 37,953,840 (July 2008 est.) 

World  Bank Income Classification: Low Income  

GDP: $66.48 billion (2008 est. ) 

GDP per capita: $1,800 (2008 est.) 

Date of Independence: 12 December 1963 

 

Government Type: Kenya is a Republic with an Executive branch consisting of a 

cabinet, the vice president and  the president who is the head  of government. 

There is a legislative branch which is the unicameral National Assembly of 224 

seats; and  a judicial branch with the Court of Appeal which has one chief ju s-

tice. (CIA 2009; UNPAP 2009b.) 

 

Legal System: The legal system is comprised  of Kenyan statutory law, Kenyan 

and  English common law, tribal law, and  Islamic law. 
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e-Profile Information: 

 

Internet Users: 3 million (2008) (CIA 2009.) 

Mobile Phone Users: 11.44 million (2007) (CIA 2009.) 

e-Readiness Index Score 2008: 0.347 

e-Readiness Rank: 122
nd

 of 183 

National Web Site: www.statehouskenya.go.ke 

ICT Strategy Document and  Date: E-Government Strategy: The Strategic 

Framework, Administrative Structure, 

Training Requirements and  Standar-

d ization Framework. March 2004. 

 

Summary of the main points of the Kenyan „e-Government Strategy‟ document: 

 

The  

“e-Government Strategy outlines the objectives and processes for the moderniza-

tion of Government, a means towards: enhancement of transparency, accountabil-

ity and good governance; making the government more result oriented, efficient 

and citizen centered; and enabling citizens and business to access Government 

services and information as efficiently and effectively as possible through the use 

of internet and other channels of communication.” (Republic of Kenya 2004: 2.) 

 

The Kenyan ICT strategy also articulates in thorough and lengthy detail objec-

tives, proposed  projects and  implementation requirements regard ing G2G, G2B 

and G2C communications. These are extremely brief summ aries of intentions in 

those regards:  

 

G2G: Cogent and  compatible information processing and  management policies 

and  business processes. Appropriate skills, knowledge and  attitudes necessary 

for operation and  sustainability of communication within governm ent agencies. 

(Republic of Kenya 2004: 3.) 

 

G2C: The chosen approach was to launch basic publishing services, followed by 
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interactivity and  finally transactional capabilities (Republic of Kenya 2004: 3). 

Communication with citizens could  range from paying utility bills to provid ing 

information about governmental obligations (ibid . 10) or even to sourcing of 

opinion polls on matters being dealt with in parliament and  e-Voting. (ibid . 12.)  

 

G2B: The strategy document stressed  that communications with business entails 

Government both provid ing services to and  receiving services from the corp o-

rate world  (Republic of Kenya 2004: 8). “Communication with Business imple-

mentation covers portal and  information services, business administration, pr o-

curement and  financial services, and  collaborative services” (ibid . 8). 

 

Projects selected for analysis: 

 

 TEAMS cable project 

 Tandaa project 

 E-PashaDigital Villages & Bashiri Centers 

 

 

5.3. The Co-operative Republic of Guyana 

 

General Information 

 

Size: 214,970 sq km  

Location: Northern South America 

Population: 770,794 (July 2008 est.) 

World  Bank Income Classification: Lower Middle Income  

GDP: $3.082 billion (2008 est. ) 

GDP per capita: $4,000 (2008 est.) 

Date of Independence: 26 May 1966 
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Government Type: Guyana is a republic and  its government is made up of 3 

branches. There is the executive branch with the president as chief of state, the 

prime minister as head  of government and  a cabinet of ministers appointed  by 

the president. There is a legislative branch made u p of a unicameral National 

Assembly of 65 seats; and  a judicial branch with the Supreme Court of Judica-

ture consisting of the High Court and  the Court of Appeal (CIA 2009; UNPAP 

2009c.) 

 

Legal System: The Guyanese legal system is based  on English common law. 

 

e-Profile Information: 

 

Internet Users: 190,000 (2007) (CIA 2009.) 

Mobile Phones: 281,400 (2005) (CIA 2009.) 

e-Readiness Index Score 2008: 0.438 

e-Readiness Rank: 97 of 183 

National Web Site: www.op.gov.gy 

ICT Strategy Document and  Date:   ICT4D Guyana National Strategy Fi-

nal Draft April 2006 

 

 

Summary of the main points of the ICT document: 

 

“The strategy is grounded in the vision of all Guyanese having the opportunity 

to fully participate in the information and  knowledge society in order to acce le-

rate national development and  prosperity” (National ICT Workshop 2006: 4) 

The specific objectives are: 

 

 Promoting the development of ICT businesses and  services to increase 

job opportunities and  generally improve the economic and  social well 

being of Guyanese (National ICT Workshop 2006: 5).  
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 Improving the delivery of, and  access by all citizens to, Government and  

other public services. This includes information on government activities 

and  opportunities, public health, education and  social development ser-

vice (National ICT Workshop 2006: 5). 

 Supporting economic d iversification by improving the competitiveness 

of existing industries and  facilitating the sustainable development of new 

enterprises (ibid . 5). 

 Increasing Guyana‟s international competitiveness in the delivery of 

goods and  services to the global market place (ibid . 5). 

 Developing relevant, strategic, and  focused  network infrastructure to en-

able access to information and  knowledge (ibid . 5). 

 Supporting programs and initiatives which foster social cohesion. (ibid  

5). 

 Ensuring access to reliable ICT at lowest sustainable cost so that all 

Guyanese have the opportunity to participate in the information and  

knowledge society (ibid . 5). 

 Creating a new generation of citizens who can use ICTs to leapfrog 

Guyana‟s development (ibid . 5). 

 Developing and  implementing the necessary policies, laws and  regula-

tions that support the sustainable development of the ICT sector (ibid . 5). 

 Modernizing Guyana‟s Public Administration, industry, Commerce and  

communications sectors (ibid . 5). 

 Supporting initiatives to encourage innovation and  creation in the ICT 

sector (ibid . 5). 

  

Projects selected for analysis 

 

 The Guyana Development Gateway (GyDG)  

 DevNet  

 Redspider 
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5.4. The Republic of Estonia (Eesti Vabariik) 

 

General Information 

 

Size:  45,226 sq km  

Location: Eastern Europe 

Population: 1,307,605 (July 2008 est.) 

World  Bank Income Classification Upper Middle Income  

GDP: $28.6 billion (2008 est. ) 

GDP per capita: $21,900 (2008 est.)  

Date of Independence: 20 August 1991 

 

Government Type: Estonia is a parliamentary republic made up of three 

branches. An executive branch made up of the president, a cabinet and  a prime 

minister as head  of government. There is a legislative branch made up of the 

unicameral Parliament of 101 seats. There is also a judicial branch with a su-

preme court headed by a chairman who is appointed  for life. (CIA 2009; UN-

PAP 2009d.) 

 

Legal System: Estonia‟s system is based  on a civil law.  

 

e-Profile Information: 

 

Internet Users: 780,000 (2007) (CIA 2009.) 

Mobile Phones: 1.982 million (2007) (CIA 2009.) 

e-Readiness Index Score 2008: 0.760 

e-Readiness Rank: 13 of 183 

National Web Site: www.riik.ee 

ICT Strategy Document and  Date: Estonian Information Society Strategy 

2013 Created  in 2006 
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Summary of the main points of the ICT document: 

 

The strategy represents the lengthy methodical character of information society 

development in Estonia. The document states that Estonia has reached a level, 

where the initiatives are not single projects, services and  technologies that need 

to be focused  on but rather more general and  long term goals . (Ministry of Eco-

nomic Affairs and  Communications 2006: 2.)  

 

It goes on to say that  

 

“it is only natural and reasonable to use information technology for a more ratio-

nalized organization  of living. Preconditions for this have, to a large extent, al-

ready been developed. The more citizens, enterprise and the Public Administra-

tion get established in the information society, the more important it becomes, how 

to employ new possibilities in a manner that would benefit us all.” (Ministry of 

Economic Affairs and  Communications 2006: 2)  

 

In other words the Estonian ICT document is focused  on “shaping a better fu-

ture in Estonia from the standpoint of the information society” (Ministry of 

Economic Affairs and  Communications 2006: 2.) 

 

According to the Ministry of Economic Affairs and  Com munications (2006: 5), 

the principles to be followed in the development of the information society in 

Estonia are the following:  

 

 Development of the information society in Estonia is a strategic choice 

with the public sector leading the way in pursuing its principles. 

 The information society is to be developed in a coordinated  manner with 

co-operation between the public, private and  third  sector . 

 The public sector is to be a smart customer, ensuring that in public pr o-

curements as much freedom as possible is left for innovative solutions.  

 The information society is to be created  for all Estonian residents, while 

particular attention is paid  to in tegration of social groups with special 
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needs, to regional development, and  to the strengthening of local self-

initiative.  

 The conservation of the Estonian language and  culture is to be ensured . 

 The interests of both the creators and  the users of intellectual property 

are to be taken into account.  

 The development of the information society should  not undermine 

people‟s sense of security. The protection of basic rights, personal data 

and identity should  be ensured , and  mitigation of non -acceptable risks in  

information systems must be guaranteed . 

 Activities aimed at the development of the information society should  be 

linked  to the R&D efforts in Estonia.  

 The information society and  the opportunities it brings will be consi-

dered  in the elaboration of all sectoral policies.  

 Trends occurring in the EU and elsewhere in the world  will be taken into 

consideration and  as an active partner, Estonia will share its experience 

and  learn from others.  

 The public sector will employ the already existing technological so lu-

tions so as to avoid  duplication of IT solutions. 

 The public sector will restructure its business processes so as to ensure a 

one- off collection of data from citizens, entrepreneurs and  public bodies.  

 The public sector will use open standards therefore giving equal treat-

ment to d ifferent hardware and  software platforms and  ensuring inter o-

perability of information systems.  

 Data collection and  the development of ICT-solutions will proceed  from 

the principles of re-usability.  
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Projects Selected for Analysis 

 

 Kü laTee 3 “Village Road 3”  

 Traceability of the use of one‟s data  

 Mobi Solutions 

 

 

5.5. Republic of the Philippines 

 

General Information 

 

Size:   300,000 sq km  

Location: Southeast Asia 

Population: 96,061,680 (July 2008 est) 

World  Bank Income Classification: Lower Middle Income  

GDP: $327.2 billion (2008 est ) 

GDP per capita: $3,400 (2008 est)  

Date of Independence: 12 June 1889 from Spain; 

4 July 1946 from U.S 

 

Government Type: The Philippines is a republic made up of 3 branches of gov-

ernment. There is an executive branch, with the president as the head  of gov-

ernment and  a cabinet. There is a legislative branch which is a bicameral co n-

gress consisting of the Senado 24 seats and  House of Representatives 240 seats. 

There is a jud icial branch with a supreme court of 15 justices, the Court of Ap-

peals, and  Sandigan–bayan for cases of corrupt government officials. (CIA 2009; 

UNPAP 2009e.) 

 

Legal System: Based on Spanish and  Anglo–American law. 
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e-Profile Information: 

 

Internet Users: 5.3 million (2007) (CIA 2009.) 

Mobile Phones: 51.795 million (2007) (CIA 2009.) 

e-Readiness Index Score 2008: 0.500 

e-Readiness Rank: 66 of 183 

National Web Site: www.gov.ph 

ICT Strategy Document and  Date: Philippine Strategic ICT Roadmap 

(2006-2010). Created  in 2006 

 

 

Summary of the main points of the ICT document: 

 

In her foreword  to the ICT Roadmap, the president of the Philippines Gloria 

Macapagal-Arroyo stated  

 

“my administration recognizes the value of ICT not only in our everyday life, but 

more so in uplifting the socio-economic conditions in our country. The Philippine 

ICT roadmap becomes more significant in this regard because it sets strategic di-

rections and policies to guide government, private sector, civil society, academe 

and the other stakeholders in their respective functions and responsibilities.” (qtd . 

in CICT 2006: 1.)  

 

The Commission on Information and  Communication Technology (CICT) 

(2006:2) goes on to say the ICT initiatives would  continue to allow  the 

 

“Philippines to be an effective and progressive participant in the Global economy 

(… ) it would be possible to continue producing globally competitive knowledge 

workers, creating an ICT enabled labor force, improving the ability of government 

to use technology, and strengthening the capabilities of our enterprises. These 

would ensure the continued generation of high value jobs.”  

 

“Government's primary role in ICT development is to provide an enabling pol i-

cy, legal and  regulatory environment that levels the playing field  and  allows the 

private sector to lead .” (CICT 2006: 4.) 
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In the Philippines ICT is envisioned  as a tool for human and sustainable deve l-

opment. The CICT states that d evelopment of an Information Society requires a 

multi-stakeholder approach. They also hold  that  the Philippine Information So-

ciety requires the availability, accessibility and  development of d igital content 

that is relevant and  meaningful to Filipinos. And that  a secure online environ-

ment is a critical component of the Philippine Information Society. (CICT 2006: 

4.) 

 

The document is also unequivocal about the fact that the employment of ICT 

requires the creation and/ or strengthening of government's institutional a r-

rangements for the facilitation of ICT development, and  ICT for development in 

the country. (CICT 2006: 4.) 

 

Projects selected for analysis 

 

 TextDTI  

 TextCSC  

 UPOU m-Learning 

 

 

5.6. Analysis 

 

As is evident from their profiles, the five countries The United  States, Kenya, 

Guyana, Estonia and  the Philippines are vastly d isparate in land  and  popula-

tion size with Estonia being the smallest land  size while Guyana is more sparse-

ly populated . The U.S enjoys the greatest land  mass as well as population size. 

Also in terms of spatial location the countries also represent every hemisphere 

and  continent on the globe with the exception of Australia. 
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The countries also represent a large range of income; Kenya with a GDP of 

$1,800 per person per year is categorized  as low income by the World  Bank. 

Guyana, the Philippines and  Estonia span the mid  range from low middle in-

come to upper middle income while the U.S is high income with a GDP of 

$48,000 per person per year. As of now this range of income also affects how 

much money is allotted  to e-Government/ Governance. However, that is a trend  

that is set to change by 2011. It is projected  that by then lower income countries 

will allot more of their GDP to ICT than will high income countries (Gartner  

Inc. 2008). 

 

The countries‟ legal systems share more commonalities than their incomes. The 

U.S, Guyana and  Kenya having been colonies of Britain, have their legal basis in 

English common law with some modifications. The Philippines and  Estonia‟s 

legal basis emerged  from a d ifferent history. 

 

All five countries are Republics with three branches of government but the s i-

milarities end  there. The legislative arm of Guyana and  Estonia are parliamen-

tary, while the U.S and  Philippines have a bicameral congressional system and  

Kenya has a unicameral national assembly.  

 

In relation to e-Readiness and  presence, the countries are in various stages of 

development. Guyana and  Kenya can be considered  in the Level 2 or Enhanced  

phase of internet presence as d iscussed  earlier in this chapter. The Philippines is 

in the Level 3 Interactive phase, Estonia is in Level 4 Transactional and  the U .S 

is in Level 5 Connected . The e-Readiness index score and  rank, when compared  

to other countries, also reflect a similar pattern. Kenya is ranked the lowest at 

122
nd

 while Guyana is 97
th
 the Philippines is 66

th
 Estonia is 13

th
 and  the U.SA. is 

4
th
. While Kenya seems to have more interactivity on the web it falls behind  

Guyana in human capital and  infrastructure causing a lower e-Readiness Index 

score. 
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Regardless of their d ifferences in readiness and  resources available, the cou n-

tries speak with one voice when messaging the reasons why they ascribe such 

importance to Information Communication Technology. They all cite (in their 

ICT strategies and  other official communications about the subject) the potential 

benefits of ICT for making government functions more efficient, more transpa-

rent, and  more accountable therefore serving citizens better. They also all co n-

ceptualize the world  as entering a new information age in which the manag e-

ment of knowledge is critical for survival. 

 

Each country does however have d ifferent goals driving their ICT strategies, 

d ifferent ideas for implementing the ICT strategy and  d ifferent focus areas. Be-

low is an analysis of each country‟s ICT strategy and  selected  ICT projects 

which emerged  resulting from or in support of the strategy. 

 

The ICT strategy documents were analyzed  for any stated  intent about the use 

of ICT regard ing KM, good governance, structural change, participation and  

collaboration and  culture. The intent could  be explicit or implicit. 

 

The following are examples of expression of explicit intent excerpted  from the 

five ICT documents. The statements address structural change, good gover-

nance, participation and  collaboration, Knowledge Management, and  culture. 

 

Structural Change: “eliminating layers of government management ,” “signifi-

cant change from traditional bureaucratic approaches” (E-Government Task 

Force 2002: 2).  

 

Good Governance: “as a means towards accountability, transpar ency and  good 

governance” (CICT 2006). 

 

KM: “to facilitate effective Knowledge Management” (National ICT Workshop 

2006: 6). 
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Participation and  collaboration: “encourage partnerships among community 

networks (public, private and  citizens in the d iaspora)” (National ICT Work-

shop 2006: 6). 

 

Culture: “foster and  respect cultural d iversity” (ibid . 11).  

“digitization and  d igital preservation of cultural heritage” (Ministry of Econom-

ic Affairs and  Communications 2006: 15). 

 

Examples of expression of implicit intent found in the ICT strategy documents 

about structural change, good governance, participation and  collaboration, 

Knowledge Management, and  culture are:  

 

Structural Change: “the public sector reorganizes its business processes to en-

sure a one off collection of data from citizens, entrepreneurs and  pubic bodies” 

(Ministry of Economic Affairs and  Communications 2006: 5). 

 “the establishment of an ICT authority which will be a largely autonomous 

body (…) which will be guided  by the advice of the ICT advisory panel com-

prising of representatives from the public and  private sectors” (National ICT 

Workshop 2006: 41). 

 

Good Governance: “role for IT in public sector management (improving effi-

ciency, transparency) and  accountability among others” (CICT 2006). 

 

KM: “facilitate and  enforce inter-agency cooperation, messaging and  collabora-

tion” (Republic of Kenya 2004: 4).  

 

Participation and  collaboration: “ICT used  as an instrument for strengthened 

connectivity and  development to foster greater prosperity and  social transfo r-

mation between and  among CARICOM member states and  the rest of the 

world” (National ICT Workshop  2006:11). 
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Culture: “encourage the development and  d issemination of local content” (Na-

tional ICT Workshop 2006:  6). 

 

In Table 3 below are the findings from the analysis of the ICT strategy docu-

ments for each country in tabulated  form. “I” is implicit intent and  “E” is expli-

cit intent. This is followed by an explanation of the information in the table by 

column. 

 

Table 3. Matrix of findings from analysis of ICT strategy Documents.  

 

 U.SA Philippines Guyana Kenya Estonia 

Knowledge 

Management 

E E E E E 

Participation/  

Collaboration 

E E E E E 

Good  

Governance 

I E E E E 

Structural 

Change 

E E E E I 

Culture 

 

I E E I E 

 

5.6.1. United  States 

 

The ICT strategy document „e-Government Strategy‟ explicitly states intentions 

to use Information and  Communication Technology for Knowledge Manage-

ment purposes. They intend  to develop the core competencies of the agencies 

by creating technology standards which make sharing information across agen-

cies fluid . The desired  result is to provide citizens one stop access to in forma-

tion and  services. 
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 The ICT document is also explicit about its intent to foster participation and  

collaboration between citizens and  government, between government entities, 

and  intra agency. There was also an explicit intent to alter government str ucture 

to facilitate the aims of e-Government via ICT. As a result, a separate e-

Government structure was conceived  and  put into place (see Appendix 2). 

 

Lastly there were implicit intentions aimed at the ideals of Good Governance 

and  culture stated  throughout the document. Though it also referred  to general 

American culture, most culture related  intentions in the ICT document were 

geared  towards intra governmental culture. The E-Government Task Force 

which was charged  with the task of creating the strategy  found that there 

needed to be a change in emphasis to citizen centeredness in use of technology 

rather than agency centeredness.  

 

In order for this to be fully realized , government agencies would  have to colla-

borate in unprecedented  ways to use technology to produce value for citizens. 

Consequently, a change in government culture was required  in order to change 

the way technology was being used  and  reciprocally, the use of technology was 

also seen as a push factor in changing organizational culture.  

 

Projects emerging from or maintained  in support of the stated  goals of the ICT 

strategy document were analyzed  for signs of responsiveness to culture. It was 

determined  that there is indeed  responsiveness to culture, both public adminis-

trative organizational culture, and  general American culture.  

 

The “Report to congress on the Benefits of the President‟s e-Government Initia-

tives” and  the “FY 2008 Report to Congress on implementation of E-

Government Act of 2002” are annual reports to the legislative branch of gov-

ernment. They chronicle the progress of e-Government implementation and 

benefits of initiatives undertaken. They serve to underscore the importance of 

and  priority given to the ICT strategy and  therefore set the tone throughout 
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federal administrative organizational culture regard ing e-Government initia-

tives. 

 

The whitehouse.gov and  usa.gov/ goberino.gov portals cater to culture in that 

they are citizen focused . They offer services by theme rather than simply by g o-

vernmental department/ agency. That format of presenting information entails 

collaboration across government agencies indicating the results of a culture of 

citizen centeredness and  KM in the use of technology.  

 

Americans living abroad  for example can find  information specifically relevant 

to their status. Information is presented  from over twelve government agencies 

spanning from the top echelons of the federal government through to the local 

government in under a minute. Prior to the implementation of the National ICT 

strategy no such collaboration and  management of information occurred . 

 

The Whitehouse YouTube page www.youtube.com/ user/ whitehouse,  

www.recovery.gov, and  www.usaspending.gov are responsive to culture in that 

they address a crisis of legitimacy facing Public Administration in the w ake of 

the hurricane Katrina scandal (Morris: 2008), and  growing evidence of fiscal 

and  regulatory irresponsibility. The Obama Administration attempts to use 

technology to restore legitimacy to government and  create a culture of trust in 

government through transparency, public participation  (specifically d iscursive 

democracy as d iscussed  in section 3.2.2), and  accountability. Publishing the d e-

tails of federal and  state government spending on interactive websites (reco v-

ery.gov and  usaspending.gov sites), and  having online town hall meetings 

(YouTube page) where the public can ask questions and  offer their views about 

policy decisions, are some of the ways ICT is being used  to that end . 
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5.6.2. Kenya 

 

The Kenyan Cabinet Office of the President charged  with articulating their „E-

Government Strategy‟ was explicit in the document dealing with the use of ICT 

for Knowledge Management, participation and  collaboration, Good Gover-

nance and  structural change while aims regard ing culture were implicit.  

A separate organizational structure was put into place in order to facilitate  the 

aims of e-Government (see Appendix 1).  

 

Although culture is not mentioned  explicitly in the ICT strategy document, 

projects emerging as a result of the strategy were very culturally oriented .  

 

The TEAMS fiber optic cable project: Broadband service is seen as key piece of 

ICT critical to build ing an effective infrastructure to support other forms of ICT 

on which e-Government is based . TEAMS is a government led  joint public-

private partnership to bring affordable broadband service to Kenyans. If this 

project were left to purely market forces the costs would  have been exorbitant. 

This initiative demonstrates citizen centeredness and  cultural responsiveness in 

designing ICT solutions specific to Kenyan needs. 

 

e-Pasha Digital Villages project: In this project, the Kenyan government pro-

vided  financial and  technical su pport to technological entrepreneurs who wish 

to open e-Centers which bring the internet and  other ICT services to rural areas. 

The use of the Ki Swahili word “pasha” meaning “information,” as well as the 

concept of the e-Center as “an information village,” shows a responsiveness on 

the part of the public service to mould  the technology being used  to fit into ex-

isting cultural world  views.  

 

Tandaa project: Mentioned  in ICT strategy document, is the need  for local Ke-

nyan content in cyberspace. The government is enthusiastically working to 
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bring that vision to fruition and  has committed  resources to that end . The Tan-

daa project is one of those efforts and  its mission is twofold : 

  

“1. To create and sustain awareness and excitement in Kenyans (including en-

trepreneurs, academics, venture capitalists, financiers as well as public servants) 

on the opportunities of local content development.  

2. To create a conductive sustainable environment to support local content de-

velopment in Kenya.” (Kags 2009.) 

 

Among the many methods being employed to fulfill this mission, the Kenyan 

government has set up Bashiri “bring news” Centers throughout the cou ntry. 

These function like e-Pasha Villages but they are fully owned by the govern-

ment. They introduce people to accessing public service information and  tran s-

actions online, and  are equipped with d igital cameras, faxes, printers etcetera 

and  encourage users to create local content using the available equipment. 

 

The initiative to develop local content is p art of Knowledge Management. It is a 

means of developing Kenya‟s core competence and  intellectual capital. Recall 

from section 3.2.1 that core competence is a set of specialties which can be leve-

raged  to economic advantage. Kenya‟s government is interested in developing 

local content which can be marketed  in the competitive global market place. 

 

However, it is also cu lturally responsive and  participatory in  that it incorpo-

rates the citizenry in a collaborative effort which in turn ensures that ICT will be 

employed in ways relevant to Kenyans. 

 

5.6.3. Guyana 

 

Analysis of Guyana‟s „ICT4D Guyana National Strategy‟ reveals that, Know-

ledge Management, participation, good governance, and  cultural impact were 

explicitly stated  purposes to which ICT would  be used . The document also ex-
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plicitly stated  that appropriate organizational configurations would  be created  

in order to fulfill the aims of the ICT strategy and  to execute the strategy itself. 

Structural changes were indeed  made in practice. The Guyanese President, Ba-

harrat Jagdeo, is personally d irecting the development and  implementation of 

the e-Government strategy. He also appointed  an information liaison to wor k 

on coordinating the effort. There was also quite a bit of partnership and  collab o-

ration on conceptualizing the strategy. Representatives from most public sector 

ministries, major private sector companies, small ICT entrepreneurs and  mem-

bers of academia were assembled  in a “National ICT Workshop” to devise the 

strategy.  

 

Of all the cases examined, Guyana‟s strategy document was the most adamant 

about human development and  local culture being significant values to which 

ICT must be employed. Public private partnership was envisioned  as the best 

way to achieve that goal. Projects developed out of or in support of the ICT 

strategy are reflective of that. 

 

Redspider: Redspider is a local web hosting service and  a member of the “N a-

tional ICT Workshop.” This com pany is partnering with the Guyanese govern-

ment to create and  host some websites of institutions of national heritage pro 

bono. One such site is that of the St. George‟s Cathedral www.stgeorges.org.gy.  

 

This initiative is culturally responsive in that it demonstrates follow through on 

intentions to use ICT to preserve cultural heritage and  foster social cohesion. 

 

The Guyana Development Gateway (GyDG) www.guyanagateway.org.gy is a 

portal for information exchange and  knowledge sharing about best practices 

related  to Guyana's development. The GyDG is a virtual gathering place and  a 

source of high-quality information on development. It focuses on themes r e-

lated  to social cohesion, health, education and  the promotion of economic activ-

ity through agriculture, tourism and small business development. The GyDG is 
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administered  by DevNet (see below), via a partnership created  between d iffe r-

ent stakeholders in Government and  civil society. 

 

GyDG is cu lturally responsive that it opens the public sphere to participation 

form a wider spectrum of Guyanese. According to theorists of d iscursive partic-

ipation, this should  lead  to decision making which takes into account a wider 

swath of views. If this is the case, then more Guyanese would  have a voice in 

the nation‟s development increasing the likelihood of culturally relevant deci-

sion making. 

 

DevNet: www.devnet.org is a Guyana-based  not-for-profit Non Governmental 

Organization working on ICT4D (which means using ICT to further national 

development goals). Its board  of d irectors includes membership from Govern-

ment agencies, the private sector, and  other NGOs. 

 

Like Red Spider, DevNet also hosts websites of national heritage, NGOs, local 

interest groups and  clubs etc. at a government subsid ized  rate. DevNet also d e-

signs and  runs training courses in the use of ICT.  

DevNet‟s mission is to: 

 Provide efficient and  cost effective access to the Internet for marginalized  

groups, build  high-quality solutions for the collation, d issemination, and  

exchange of information and  knowledge betw een all sectors of Guyanese 

society. (DevNet 2009.) 

 

 Design and  implement innovative projects that bring new approaches to 

the use of ICTs for development. (ibid .) 

 

This project also demonstrates responsiveness to culture by preserving areas of 

national heritage. It also leverages knowledge from actors across a wide range 

of the society ensuring that activities undertaken fit the needs of multiple layers 
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of society. 

 

5.6.4. Estonia 

 

“The Estonian Information Society Strategy 2013” announced explicit intentions 

on behalf of the government regard ing the use of ICT for Knowledge Manag e-

ment, participation and  collaboration, Good Governance and  cultural respon-

siveness. References toward  structural change in public sector organization 

were implicit. 

 

However, the implicit mention of structure is probably due to the fact that the 

organizational structure of the Estonian Civil Service was already conducive to 

the successful implementation ICT technology in support of governance.  

 

The Estonian country, as we know it now, only became independent from the 

Soviet Union in the early 1990s whereupon the civil service underwent a ma s-

sive reform. This reform started  in 1991 and was orchestrated  in part; by mem-

bers of the academia (experts at the University of Tartu), an Administrative 

Reform Expert Committee, and  a multi agency Administrative Reform Commit-

tee of Ministers. The reform included a proposal for structural reorganization 

which was put forth in 1999. Eventually the civil service reform period  ended in 

2005, the year before the Estonian ICT strategy document was published . (see 

Külli 2006.) 

 

The reform was a widely collaborative effort and  it was conceived  at a time 

where ideas of governance as the future of the modern state were flourishing. 

At the same time Estonia had  already envisioned  becoming an “Information 

Society” and  was moving in that d irection rapid ly.  

 

„The Estonian Information Society Strategy 2013‟ which is used  in this analysis 

is the second  ICT strategy published  by the Estonian government. The first was 
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„Estonian ICT Policy: Towards a more Service – Centered  and  Citizen Friendly 

State. Principles of the Estonian Information Policy 2004-2006.‟ Structural issues 

were articulated  and  focused  on in that one. In that document, the fact that the 

existing structure was already decentralized and  prepared  for horizontal coor-

d ination intra and  extra governmentally was mentioned  (see Antonen 2004: 2.)  

 

This then gives credence to the idea that Estonia‟s reformed civil service system 

was built with the KM and participatory aspects of Governance theory in mind. 

Additional structural changes would  have been minimal, making explicit men-

tion of them in the newest ICT strategy document unnecessary. 

 

Cultural impact was a stated  aim of the most recent strategy document  which 

was analyzed  and  ICT initiatives emerging from that document were respon-

sive to culture. 

 

Village Road 3 (KülaTee 3): Village Road 3 is aimed at provid ing broadband 

internet to sparsely populated  areas where it is unprofitable for the private sec-

tor to operate. It serves as a follow - up to similar programs Village Road 1 

(aimed at connecting local government agencies) and  Village Road 2 (aimed  at 

connecting public libraries). (Ministry of Economic Affairs and  Communica-

tions 2006: 7.) 

 

As Estonia is actively build ing an Information Society, there is scarcely a more 

culturally relevant in itiative than making sure that all Estonians in every part of 

the country have access to information. The Village road  3 project does just that.  

 

Traceability of the use of one‟s data: The wide acceptance and  availability of 

ICT by the average citizen in Estonia as well as the constant availability of in-

formation and  data has placed  it well on the way to becoming the Information 

Society envisioned . However, these same successes have made it a target of cy-

ber terrorism (Finch 2009).  
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Concerns over the privacy and  security of digitized  information are an impor-

tant byproduct of a technological culture. The administrative system has r e-

sponded to this concern in a number of w ays only one of which is to ensure 

transparency when dealing with personal data collected  by the state. Currently, 

some areas of the public service have made it possible for citizens to log onto a 

portal in order to trace when their data was accessed  and  by whom. The citizen 

can then contact the agency responsible should  they find  reason to object. 

 

This initiative is culturally responsive in using ICT to address to a concern 

which springs out of Estonia‟s specific cultural milieu. Though cyber attacks 

can happen anywhere, its effects in Estonia are more far reaching since more of 

routine activities are done using mobile and  regular Information Communica-

tion Technology.  

 

Furthermore, the initiative satisfies the aims of accountability and  transparency 

which are facets of Good Governance. 

 

MobiSolutions: As part of their ICT strategy, the Estonian government has 

committed  recourses to the development of a private Information Technology 

sector with which it often forms partnerships to develop and  or implement in-

novative ICT initiatives. 

 

One such company in the private sector is Mobisolutions. It has developed a 

series of mobile solutions for the private sector and  for m -Governance in the 

public sector.  

 

Solutions in their m-Governance portfolio include what they term m-

Democracy. It offers mobile voting, access to government portals and  databases 

and  participation in policy decision making and  more. It also offers m -

Administration solutions for government officials using mobile devices in the 

field , provision of emergency information, communication in education, pay-
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ment of public service fees and  taxes, d igital identification of citizens to name a 

few. (MobiSolutions 2009.)  

 

If Estonia is to be an Information Society, it certainly is culturally responsive on 

the part of the government to establish such partnerships. At the same time, 

these initiatives build  Estonia‟s core competence and  creates intellectual proper-

ty and  capital as d iscussed  in section 3.2.1. 

 

5.6.5. The Philippines  

 

The Philippine government m ade explicit claims about using Information and 

Communication Technology for Knowledge Management, participation and  

collaboration, Good Governance cultural and  structural changes. 

 

The Philippines is branding itself as a society who‟s main asset is its in tellectual 

capital. Its core competence is its society of knowledge workers. That being the 

case, leveraging knowledge for the purpose of national development was a key 

point of the Philippine ICT strategy. 

 

Another key aspect was expansion of the public sphere by employing mobile 

technology for d irect participation by citizenry. 

 

Structural changes were also addressed  by the document. A separate Commis-

sion on Information and  Communications technology was formed to conceive 

of the strategy in collaboration with members of the private sector. A Depar t-

ment of Information and  Communication Technology was created  within the 

executive branch of government to implement, administer and  coordinate the 

effort. 

 

The National Telecommunications Commission was also taken out of the bu-

reaucracy and  made an autonomous entity charged  with regulating the cou n-
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try‟s IT sector. 

 

Regard ing culture, the Philippine government has found a way to create a d y-

namic and  responsive public service through innovative use of Short Messagin g 

Service (SMS) on mobile devices. The use of SMS is also referred  to as “texting” 

or “text messaging.” 

 

Filipinos proudly declare that the Philippines is the “texting capital of the world  

(…) Filipinos have also found interesting uses for the Sort Messaging Service 

(SMS) feature of their mobile phones in their social, economic and  political 

lives” (Lallana 2006). 

 

Filipinos even use text messaging for religious purposes. TEXTMARY is a ser-

vice run by a catholic foundation in the Philippines which collects p rayer re-

quests for intercession between Filipinos and  God. This is the reason why sim i-

lar initiatives from the Public Service are so welcome and successful. (Ibid .) 

 

TEXTCSC and TEXTDTI are examples of such initiatives. Text CSC is one of 

several projects meant to engage citizens in the elimination of corruption and  

the improvement of “street level services” in the civil service. Citizens are asked 

to send  a message d irectly to the Ombudsman of the Civil Service Commission 

if any impropriety is witnessed .  

 

TEXTDTI combats price gouging at wet markets in and  around the metro Man i-

la area by provid ing the prevailing pr ices of basic goods to citizens. In so doing, 

this and  the TEXTCSC initiatives satisfy the accountability, responsiveness and  

rule of law aims of Good Governance. 

 

University of the Philippines Open University (UPOU) is the d istance learning 

section of the state owned University of the Philippines. It has a strong trad ition 

of using the latest technology to fulfill its mandate of educating all Filipinos. 
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From operating a school over the airwaves to using video conferencing UPOU 

has been a pioneer in d istance learning. It is no surprise then that they have d e-

veloped an m-Learning program in partnership with one of their leading tele-

communications companies where students can take UPOU classes and  exams 

via the SMS feature on mobile phones. (Bandalaria 2005; UPOU 2009.) 

 

This initiative furthers the national development aims of creating a society of 

knowledge workers using a medium that is culturally relevant. 

 

 

5.7. Summary of Findings on Changes in Organizational Structure  

 

From the collection of cases stud ied  it is evident that all five nations found it 

necessary to ad just their public service organizational structure in some way 

(regard less of whether it was stated explicitly or implicitly) in order to make 

full use of Information and  Communication Technology as a contributor to 

Good Governance. Below is a more detailed  look at the structural changes d is-

cussed  in the documents analyzed . 

 

The organization charts in Appendices 3 and  4 are of the American and  Guya-

nese governments respectively. They represent the structural style of trad itional 

bureaucracy. In the American case, the organization chart only reveals the very 

top echelons of the bureaucracy as it is virtually impossible to capture all the 

levels in one pictogram. Pictured  in Append ix 3 for example, at the lowest level 

is the Department of Veterans Affairs. An inspection of the levels of organiz a-

tion below that reveals at least seven more levels (see United  States Department 

of Veterans Affairs 2009).  

 

According to Governance theory, these trad itional bureaucracies are unsuited  

for the modern information age. The central tenets of Governance are Know-

ledge Management, participation, and  the p ractical aspect, good governance. 
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These three tenets are inextricably linked . In order to optimally leverage inte l-

lectual capital, core competence, and  intellectual property, there must be maxi-

mum participation from all stakeholders.  

 

The original principals of organizational orthodoxy created  rigid  microm a-

nagement of members, lack of time to reflect and  create, and  impenetrable o r-

ganizational levels within trad itional bureaucracies. This structural design lim-

its optimal participation and  collaboration by stakeholders and  as a corollary, 

inhibits the leveraging of all forms of knowledge.  

 

As mentioned  in chapter 3, without Knowledge Management and  participation, 

it is not possible to achieve all the 8 facets of Good Governance. Therefore Good 

Governance mandates a particular structural organization that is almost bu-

reaucracy‟s polar opposite. 

 

However, changing bureaucracy is d ifficult as ideas of organizational orth o-

doxy are entrenched in the civil service worldwide. Therefore the governments 

of these five countries were faced  with a d ilemma. On the one hand they have 

the existing bureaucratic structure, but on the other hand they are eager to 

move towards ideas of governance and  towards Good Governance in practice. 

They believe a change in organizational structure is critical to achieving that 

outcome. Upon examination of these five cases it is revealed  that four of these 

governments have developed a working solution.  

 

Although four out of five nations announced some organizational changes in 

the ICT strategy document, Kenya and  the USA for example envisioned  a sep a-

rate governmental structure for managing e-Government (see Appendices 1 

and  2). 

 

They have created  separate flatter, more collaborative organizations for e -

Government but these entities still “plug in” to the existing bureaucracy (com-
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pare Appendices 1 and  3). Members of d iverse areas of the bureaucracy are put 

into this new organizational structure as a means of collapsing levels of hie-

rarchy and  creating effective networks. 

 

This hybrid  organization is characterized  by: 

 

 The creation of a separate organizational structure (e-Government struc-

ture) superimposed  over or existing alongside the bureaucracy  

  members of the bureaucracy playing dual roles (their position in the bu-

reau and  their position in the e-Government structure) 

 flatter more collaborative/ network structure sometimes utilizing both 

members of the bureau, and  private sector stakeholders.  

 responsibilities and  projects which span the range of bureaucratic agen-

cies, also requiring extra bureaucratic resources forcing collaboration be-

tween, and  leveraging knowledge from, all stakeholders  

 

Guyana and  the Philippines have not created  a separate E-Government struc-

ture but have created  semi autonomous entities at the executive levels of go v-

ernment in charge of ICT implementation. These also share some of the same 

characteristics of the hybrid  organizations created  by the U.S and  Kenya in that 

they exist outside of but plug into the existing bureaucracy in order to leverage 

knowledge and  foster participation and  collaboration. 

 

In examining the countries‟ ICT documents, it also became evident that there 

was a reflexive force shaping organizational structure. Simultaneously in some 

cases, ICT was being used  to shape organizational structure and  organizational 

structure was changed  to accommodate ICT.  

 

Good examples are in the Guyanese and  Philippine cases where the power, 

prestige, and  urgency of the presidency was used  to collapse existing levels of 
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bureaucracy and  barriers between the public and  private sectors to create a 

multilevel, cross agency multi stakeholder collaboration.  

 

Following that, ICT initiatives were undertaken which were meant to foster 

more collaboration and  participation across government agencies and  to lev e-

rage knowledge for the benefit of the citizenry.  

 

As d iscussed  in section 5.6.4, Estonia had  an organizational structure conducive 

to Knowledge Management and  participation so they made implicit reference to 

structural organization in their ICT document. But ICT is being used  to main-

tain the collaborative structure of their government. They have employed sta n-

dard ized  technology and  client relationship management tools across the public 

sector to foster collaboration across agencies and  offer one stop services to the 

citizenry. 

 

 

5.8. Summary of Findings on Cultural Relevance and  Responsiveness 

 

As was the case with organizational structure, all the nations expressed  inten-

tions regard ing culture. All five nations also d iscussed , either explicitly or im-

plicitly, both organizational culture within the civil service and  general societal 

culture.  

 

Administrative organizational culture, when addressed  in the ICT strategy 

documents examined, was usually d iscussed  in terms of three aspects of change 

management: 

 

 Changing the entire civil service organizational culture to provide more 

facility with the use of ICT (or fostering existing ICT friendliness) with 

the aims of improving efficiency and  better citizen service. 
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 Changing the entire civil service organizational cu lture to make it more 

citizen centered  rather than agency centered , and  as a byproduct crea t-

ing or using ICT initiatives which reflect those goals.  

 Changing individual organizational cultures within civil service agen-

cies so that inter agency collaboration between civil service organiza-

tions is more possible. Especially now that the ICT technology exists to 

facilitate those collaborations. 

 

Societal culture, in the ICT strategy documents was d iscussed  in terms of: 

 

 using ICT to protect, promote and  preserve local heritage and  cultural 

d iversity 

 using ICT to assist marginalized  groups within the culture/ society  

 using ICT to engender a culture of civic pride, or a culture of collective 

societal development, collective identity or nationalism  

 using ICT to foster social cohesion 

 using ICT to serve d ifferent groups of citizenry in ways that are mea-

ningful for them 

 

As discussed  in each case, examination of some of each country‟s ICT initiatives 

reveal that the five governments have followed through on their intentions r e-

gard ing using ICT in the service of cultural responsiveness.  
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

The primary focus of this work has been an investigation of the ways in which 

specific technology is being used  in service of (Good) Governance.  

 

Using the collective case study methodology and  Governance theory as the 

framework of analysis, The Information Communication Technology Strategy 

Documents of five countries were examined. The documents were studied  for 

intentions regard ing the use Information and  Commu nication Technology in 

changing organizational structure and  fostering collaboration and  participation. 

Projects emerging from, or in support of each country‟s strategy was also ex-

amined for cultural responsiveness.  

 

A review of governance theory was done for explication purposes. In the narra-

tive of governance theory, governance is conceptualized  as the future of g o-

verning. It is characterized  by participation and  collaboration among stak e-

holders operating in horizontal networked organizational structures  which 

promote Knowledge Management. These engender the practice of Good Go-

vernance with its emphasis on transparency, accountability and  the rule of law. 

The goal of which is improved services for citizenry. However as is the case 

with all theory, Governance theory represents a simplification of very complex 

phenomena.  

 

Examining aspects of governance in practice during the process of this research 

prompted  an interrogation of “the governance narrative” (see Rhodes 2000). 

Issues observed  in practice required  a complication of governance theory. It 

seems that several scholars of governance have also encountered  these issues, 

posed  questions, and  drawn insights which are similar to mine. This body of 

scholarship offers some emerging perspectives on governance. 
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6.1. Emerging Perspectives on Governance 

 

The first issue encountered  is the idea that governance is so “new,” and  that the 

shift to governance is purely unid irectional. Ideas of leveraging knowledge, 

transparency, participation, and  accountability are hard ly new but are being 

packaged in a new way. Kooiman (2005: 5) states and  Peters agrees that “go-

vernance as a concept is not new, but currently it is being treated  more syst e-

matically, and  this might be expected  to continue” In earlier analyses the state 

was the central actor in governing but in newer ones, state-society relations are 

the focus. (Peters 2000.) 

 

Johansson and  Hvinden talk about how so called  new ideas of governance may, 

draw upon, re-conceptualize, or may even be “a return to ideals or principles 

set in earlier stages in history” (Kooiman 2005: 13) ideas which may have been 

marginalized  at that earlier time due to competing ideologies.  

 

In addition to the “newness” of governance, another aspect of the governance 

narrative that bears interrogation is the very idea of knowledge and  Kn owledge 

Management. As part of Governance theory there is a focus on kinds of know-

ledge (information, combinational skill, technical knowledge and  innovation, 

and  tacit knowledge). Those kinds of knowledge are bundled  into Knowledge 

Management theory (as d iscussed  in section 3.2.1) as part of a d iscourse about 

how that knowledge can be leveraged  for: better outcomes for citizens through 

informed decision making, and  knowledge sharing for increased  efficiency 

among stakeholders. 

 

Less focus is placed  on the process of knowledge creation. Governance theory 

particularly emphasizes Knowledge Management in terms of informed decision 

making. Knowledge though, does not occur acontextually, and for the actors in 

the vision of informed policy making “there are always pre-visions, pre-images, 

shaping the perception of new governing information” (Kooiman 2005: 30). 
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There must be consideration given to the idea that “governing images are 

created , sustained  or changed by d ialogical communication between governing 

actors with the broader context of governing culture or cultural spheres” (ibid . 

30). 

 

In other words, there should  be awareness that knowledge must be seen as co n-

textual and  that that milieu acts as a sieve within the minds of all actors in go-

vernance. This sieve affects the actors‟ treatment of normative and  empirical 

data, thus creating ramifications for decision making in governance. 

 

In governance theory‟s use of concepts of participation and  the public sphere, 

participation is seen as automatically positive and  an important aspect of 

“Good Governance.” An extreme oversimplification of the argument for in-

creased  participation and  collaboration can be conceptualized  as follows: more 

participation from citizenry lead s to plurality of views which leads to a broader 

base of information from which consensus decision making (which is best for 

all involved) can be reached. However, the governance model emphasizes the 

lessening of authoritarian rule of the nation state in favor of participative rule; 

but fails to pay enough attention to the ways in which participation is affected  

by imbalances of power. 

 

The nation state or sometimes even supra national entities like the E.U, IMF, 

WTO for example set the parameters within wh ich participation occurs. New-

man (2005: 8) states that “the governance literature both ignores the continuing 

role of national governments in exercising coercive forms of power and  under-

mines the significance of the role of the state in  (….) setting the ru les of the 

game.” The state does this by its control of resources, formal cooptation, and  

other technologies of power. 

 

An example of this idea was borne out during the research on Kenya. In re-

sponse to the idea that Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs) were being 
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invited  to be participants and  collaborators with government in build ing h u-

man capacity for ICT; representatives of some NGOs balked . The reason is that 

under the system of one-the one party rule (since abolished), NGO‟s 

represented  the only opposition to government and  functioned  as a watchdog 

for governmental activities. The relation between government and NGOs had  

been one of mistrust and  suspicion (UNPAP 2009b). In its push to fulfill goals of 

partnership and  collaborative governance while promoting the use of ICT by 

the citizenry, the Kenyan state is reshaping the role of NGOs form one of “o p-

position and  watchdog;” to one of “actors in governing.”  

 

A role that not all NGOs are convinced  is a positive one since some organiz a-

tions derive their legitimacy from not being actors in government  (a concept 

embedded in their very nomenclature). Their choices in the matter however, are 

constrained  by the imbalance of power between them and the state. 

 

Another factor that can‟t be ignored  is that of the effect of Supra National enti-

ties in governance. Just as the state sets the rules of the game for participants 

within the state through the control of resources; supra national organizations 

often set the rules for states. (see O‟Brien, Goetz, Scholte & Williams 2000.) 

 

Offe (2000: 11) offers the example of Eastern European States like Estonia where 

he mentions that although national governments hold  democratic legitimacy, 

there has been a transfer of authority that accompanied  the implementation of 

the Common Market system which reduced  their power to secure the interests 

of their national populations. Further examples of constraints of supra national 

government are structural ad justment programs implemented  by global actors 

such as the IMF and “World  Bank promoting a particular ideologically driven 

view of how social policy should  position itself in relation to the market.” 

(Lendvai 2005: 62.) 
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In considering these ideas of power imbalance, another lapse in governance 

theory presents itself. Not enough attention is paid  to particular histories and  

plurality of viewpoints in the conceptualization of change. Newman (2005: 9) 

argues that point when she says “the governance narrative is derived  from a 

Western European (….) account of change. It is by no means the only way of 

describing the „remaking‟ of governing institutions, including the institutions of 

the nation state.” 

 

These ideas of the imbalance of power and  the importance of history converged 

when examining all the countries except the United  States. Th e Philippines, 

Guyana and  Kenya had  colonial pasts while Estonia was recently under Soviet 

Rule. In the post colonial and  post communist time periods, these countries 

were all seen as “developing.” They were economically dependent and  had  to 

enter into relationships with supra national organizations. These organizations 

like the WTO and IMF held  control over d istribution of the financial and  other 

recourses and  enforced  ideological requirements as conditions for loans.  

 

This begs the question: Is their enthusiastic approach to the aims of governance 

a product of such relationships? ICT4D (Information and  Communication 

Technology for Development) for example is conceptualized  as a means for 

“developing countries” to reach the UN‟s Millennium Development Goals. Is 

the idea of Governance and  ICT4D simply another trend  emerging from a 

“western world  view” d ictating yet another set of administrative “best practic-

es?” In past instances of this issue, organizational orthodoxy and later neo -

liberal market policies w ere propagated  by supra national organizations which 

had  the power to force the implementation of these ideas. In many instances 

adoption of these ideologies and  practices proved not to be in the best interest 

of “developing” countries as those policies an d ways of organization emerged  

from a world  view that w as outside of their reality. (Dwivedi 1994: 3-24; Black 

2001.) 
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These few critiques leveled  at the theory of Governance represent only the tip  of 

the iceberg, however, though these critiques exist, governance theory, when 

viewed through a critical eye, still represents an interesting and  compelling 

model through which to conceptualize the exercise of governing. “There is great 

scope for a governance paradigm to arise, to be championed, lauded and  d e-

bated  as a subject of inter-scholarly rivalry, inevitable to be replaced by a newer 

rival theory” (Kooiman 2005: 5). 

 

 

6.2. Concluding Remarks 

 

In the introduction of this work, I stated  that I was motivated  by the prospect of 

investigating issues at the nexus of culture and  Public Administration. In order 

to fulfill that curiosity, I chose to investigate whether or how Information 

Communication Technology is being utilized  within Public Administration sy s-

tems in terms of provid ing culturally responsive service which furthers the 

aims of Good Governance. 

 

In so doing I found that in the five nations investigated; The Philippines, The 

United  States of America, Guyana, Kenya and  Estonia, ICT was being em-

ployed towards the aims of Good Governance. Governments also changed their 

organizational structure to a hybrid  between vertical bureaucratic organ ization 

and  a more horizontal networked one to facilitate its optimal use. 

 

Moreover, the governments not only conceptualized  ICT as a tool to achieve 

culturally responsive service in policy; they actively executed  initiatives in prac-

tice that were culturally relevant. Administrators use ICT to respond to culture; 

(the Philippine SMS initiatives are an excellent example) and  also to shape cul-

ture (the Estonian Information Society initiatives and  the Obama administra-

tion‟s transparency and  accountability initiatives are an examples of that). 
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As d iscussed  in chapter 4, the collective case study method was used  in this 

work because the object is to examine a group of cases in order to shed  light on 

the larger issues of interest to the researcher. The resu lts may not be transfer a-

ble and  the sample size too small to make general theories but the fact that five 

very d iverse countries in the world  use Information Communication Tech nolo-

gy to be culturally responsive is promising.  

 

It is indeed  ironic that the idea of the “value neutral” or culturally neutral pr o-

fession of Public Administration emerged  out of such a culturally specific m o-

ment in American history. Perhaps the use of ICT towards culturally responsive 

service will represent a quiet revolution in Public Administration worldwide 

one country at a time.  

 

Now that government is once again such a global enterprise (Johnson 1992: 27), 

it will require a countervailing force of culturally responsive approaches to 

keep in touch with the needs of the local. As evidenced  by these five countries, 

Information Communication Technology can be an effective tool in that regard . 

 

Finally, although ICT is a compelling tool, it is still a tool, subject to the ways in 

which it is implemented . Governments ought not fall prey to the temptation of 

techno centricity. The U.S learned  that lesson when it invested  hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars in technology and  ICT initiatives only to find  that they were in-

effective. This investment was done without any coordinated effort and  before 

the articulation of a solid  ICT strategy.  

 

The research into what went wrong was included in their ICT strategy docu-

ment. They found that though the technology was available, the effectiveness 

was measured  with agency centeredness in mind. There was a focus on simply 

automating processes done by each agency using technology. The U.S ICT 

strategy document attempted  to remedy that mode of thinking.  
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Scholars of e-Governance like Saxena (2005) caution that a citizen centric posi-

tion must exist at the root of all e-Governance initiatives in order for them to be 

more than merely efficient but rather effective. It is the quality of Government 

that should  be the mark not the qu antity.  

 

Finally, I hope that this work has added  a small contribution to the d iscourse 

surrounding governance, the use of emerging technologies and  cultural respo n-

siveness in Public Administration.  

 

Specifically, I hope to see more work on the ways in w hich particu lar societies 

conceive of what it means to have Good Governance. For example the countries 

studied  subscribed  to the same general notions of Good Governance but the 

approaches taken to the employment of ICT and the focus in their strategies 

were d ifferent. There is room for further research on how culturally specific 

understandings shape the conception and  implementation of ICT policy  and  

initiatives 

 

On a larger scale in the future, I would  like to see if ind igenous global-local 

theories of governing arise. If myriad  conceptions of inaction/ action, particip a-

tion/ purposeful abstinence, transparency/  protective secrecy, layered  rules of 

law and measurement/ tacit knowledge are allowed the same space in examin-

ing the processes of social change that is Public Administration. 

 

“We are still in a period of creative disorder concerning governance, optimistic 

that: governance theory has tremendous potential in opening up alternative 

ways of looking at political institutions, domestic – global linkages, transnation-

al co-operation, and different forms of public private exchange.” (Kooiman 

2005: 5.) 
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